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Burnam wing, Mattox 
close for spring term 
Closer look niftw fcy ToOl BMVIM 
Jeff McAffee didn't waste any time buying hit books this semester. The senior chemistry major from Mt. 
Washington found one of the few "quiet" corners of the normally hectic University Bookstore this week to 
survey the texts he wil need for his new classes. 
Admissions requirements 
Council to vote on policy 
By Shanda Pulliam 
Editor 
A more stringent admissions 
policy for Kentucky's colleges and 
universities is expected to be passed 
today by the Council on Higher 
Education, according to university 
President Dr. J.C. Powell. 
The Programs Committee of the 
Council has been drawing up the 
recommendations for several 
months and its final plan will be 
presented to the full Council this 
morning at Kentucky State 
University. 
Whereas the current council 
policy allows any freshman student 
with a high school diploma to enroll 
at any of the state's colleges or 
universities, the proposed new stan-. 
dards would require completion of 
an established pre-college 
curriculum. 
If the policy is passed by the 
council, this fail's high school 
freshmen will have four years to 
complete the criteria, then the stan- 
dards will apply to those entering 
college in the fall of 1987. 
There is an exception clause in- 
cluded in the proposal for those 
students who do not complete the 
minumum education curriculum. 
According to Powell, the proposal 
says institutions may grant excep- 
tions "up to a maximum of 50 per- 
cent of entering first-time 
freshmen" in community colleges 
and community college programs 
and "up to 20 percent for university 
admissions." 
Also under the new plan, each in; 
dividual institution would have the 
prerogative' to add its own re- 
quirements to those established by 
the council, in areas such as ACT 
scores, grade point averages or class 
rank. 
The specific curriculum laid out in 
the plan includes four units of 
English, three units of Math, two 
units of Sdence and two units of 
Social Studies. The overall require- 
ment is that entering freshmen 
must have graduated from high 
school with 20 credits. 
Powell said he "can't quarrel with 
the concept" of the pre-college cur- 
riculum aspect of the council's plan. 
"It's pretty evident that a stan- 
dard curriculum like this ought to 
prepare people to do better work 
when they come to college and thus 
remove from us the need to offer as 
many sections of special English or 
math," said Powell. 
"We think that if we have a bet- 
ter prepared student coming into 
the university, we can do a better 
job  in  terms of  furthering their 
education." 
However, Powell expressed 
qualms about the 50 and 20 percent 
figures of the exception rule. "They 
sound to me like Figures somebody 
pulled out of the air." he said. "By 
and large, I think that every 
graduate of an accredited high 
(See COUNCIL. Page 12) 
By Beth Wilson 
Managing editor 
Several angry residents gathered 
in the Mattox Hall Lobby Tuesday 
night to express their disapproval of 
the decision to close Mattox and the 
older wing of Burnam halls this 
semester. 
The students voiced concern 
about the move, the lack of notice 
and the consequences. 
At 9 a.m. Tuesday, the Housing 
Committee reviewed a report which 
revealed there were 170 "no-shows" 
or cancellations in the women's dor- 
mitories and 416 in the men's this 
semester, according to Dr. Tom 
Myers, vice president for student 
affairs. 
Along with Myers, serving on the 
Housing Committee are Jeannette 
Crockett, dean of women, Dr. J. 
Howard Allen, dean of men. Jack 
Hutchinson. director of housing, 
and Mabel Criswell, assistant direc- 
tor of housing. 
The report also stated (hat Old 
Burnam has a capacity of 129 beds. 
117 of which were occupied and 
Mattox has a capacity of 215 with 
162 occupied. 
After reviewing the report. Myers 
said the committee recommended to 
university President Dr. J.C. Powell 
that Mattox and Old Burnam be 
closed and the 279 people currently 
living in those areas be absorbed in 
the other residence halls. 
Powell approved the recommen- 
dation and the residents were 
notified of the decision 
"We're well over the number of 
vacant spaces that would be need- 
ed to effect this change without 
tripling." said Powell. 
Although affected residents were 
not aware of the final decision until 
Tuesday morning, they were advis- 
ed by their hall staffs of the possi- 
ble closings as they returned to their 
dorms from the Christinas break. 
"Our major complaint is the fact 
that they're closing the dorms 
without any notice," said Ty Noe, 
president of Mattox Hall Council. 
"We're having to move the first day 
of classes and it's disruptive, 
academically." 
According to Powell, at the time 
the housing applications were made* 
in the fall, there were "sufficient ap- 
plications to comfortably fill the 
dormitories at desjgn capacity." 
However, he said as registration 
was completed last semester, it 
became apparent that there would 
not be as many students returning 
as had applied for housing. 
"We began to think if there are 
enough students who do not return, 
we could take advantage of this op- 
portunity to refurbish a couple of 
the older dorms that need work," 
said Powell. "That way, we could 
advance our schedule of 
refurbishing." 
Powell met with the Housing 
Committee last week to discuss the 
possible closings and to determine 
which areas are most in need o. 
repair. 
During the summer months, the 
university usually schedules as 
many areas on campus as possible 
for refurbishing or repair, according 
to* Jeannette Crockett. 
"From going through Burnam 
Hall last summer, it appeared that 
this was one of the areas that we 
wanted to look at for this summer," 
said Crockett. "Our problem is that 
the summers are not long enough 
and we are sometimes delayed in 
what we would really like to do." 
The older wing of Burnam is not 
compatible with the rest of the hall, 
which was renovated a few years 
ago, Crockett said. 
"We would like to go in there and 
do some things which we wouldn't 
get a chance to do in the summer- 
time," she added. 
Dr. J. Howard Allen said there 
were "several things'' he would like 
to see accomplished in Mattox. 
Allen said that Chad Middle ton, 
director of physical plant, and Jack 
Hutchinson would be working 
together to determine what needs to 
be done in both dorms. 
"I feel bad about this kind of 
thing," said Allen. "But, under the 
circumstances I think it's the best 
thing to da" 
Burnam Dorm Director Julie 
Floyd said "In the long run, the 
move will best serve the students. 
These aren't ideal conditions, but 
the old wing is in bad need of 
repair." 
Floyd said staff members in Old 
Burnam will be relocated within the 
hail. 
Nick Marcelletti, a graduate assis- 
Periscope 
tant in Mattox. said the Mattox 
Hall staff will be reassigned to other 
dorms. 
Both Marcelletti and Floyd said 
their residents were asked to move 
by this weekend but special cir- 
cumstances will be considered. 
"We're going to do everything we 
can to make this move as easy as 
possible." sad Powell. "That has to 
do with the amount of tkne students 
will have to move and whatever 
assistance we might give the in- 
dividuals who do have to move." 
Allen said the physical plant staff 
would be providing trucks to assist 
residents with the move. He also 
said some campus organizations 
had expressed an interest in helping 
the students relocate. 
Before the final decision was 
made. Powell said there were some 
conditions which would have to be 
met before he would approve the 
closings. 
One of the conditions was that 
there would not be tripling in other 
dorms if Mattox and Burnam were 
closed. Powell said. 
However, a former Mattox Hall 
resident who moved into Keene Hall 
said he was tripled. 
Kevin Mitchum said he moved to 
the 6th Floor of Keene Hall Wednes- 
day and there were two others liv- 
ing in the room. "I checked at the 
desk and both guys were legitimate- 
ly registered for that room," be said. 
Secondly, be said, as much as 
possible, he hoped to give room- 
mates the option of remaining 
(See DORM, Page 12) 
Should Man school athletes be 
re anil id to maintain a certain 
CPA In •roar to be slleMe to 
participate SI Intercollegiate 
athlete*? The NCAA considered 
this Issue at Its convention this 
wash. See Sports EdHor Tea* 
Ban's cols—a on page 11. 
Opinion. 
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Student dies, another 
injured in 1-75 crash 
One university student was killed 
and another injured early Sunday 
morning in an automobile accident 
seven miles north of Richmond on 
1-75. according to Kentucky State 
Police. 
' Hazel M. Christenson. 21. a senior 
recreation major from Danville, was 
dead at the scene. 
The driver. Natalie Britton, 22. a 
business major from Frankfort, suf- 
fered head injuries and was taken to 
the A.B. Chandler Medical Center in 
Lexington. She was released 
Wednesday morning. 
Police said Britton apparently fell 
asleep and struck a service truck 
which was parked on the shoulder 
of the highway. The accident occur- 
red about 3:45 a.m. 
The operator of the service truck. 
Haro.J Wilburn of Berea. was 
treated for minor injuries and 
released. 
Funeral services were held Tues- 
day for Christenson at the Preston- 
Pruitt Funeral Home in Danville. 
Burial followed in the Bellvue 
Cemetery. Danville. 
Christenson was a member of the 
Judo Club, a Beta Little 9b and was 
also active in the recreation 
department. 
She is survived by bar mother, 
Betty Graham Christenson of Dan- 
ville, her father. Kenneth Christen- 
son of Harrodsburg. a sister, Aileen 
McCowan of Danville and two 
brothers. Bruce Huffman of Dan- 
ville and Chris Christenson of June 
tion City. ,^_^^___ 
Colonels are the champs 
By Thomas Barr 
Sports editor 
The settings ware familar. 
The situation had become all to 
similar for the football squad at the 
university. 
For the fourth straight season, 
the team of Coach Roy Kidd was 
making an appearance in the 
championship game of Division I- 
AA football playoffs. 
In 1979, the Colonels won their 
first national title by defeating 
Lehigh. 
During the next two years, the 
team came close but both times lost. 
Coming into the 1982 season, 
skeptka of this version of the 
Maroon Machine didn't think the 
team had the makings of a national 
championship unit. 
But when the final hom sounded 
on December 18. 1982, in Wichita 
Falls, Texas, the Colonels had won 
the Pioneer Bowl by defeating the 
University of Delaware. 17-14. 
The win capped off a perfect 13-0 
year and enabled them to become 
the only unbeaten and untied foot- 
ball team in the nation. 
"It is unbelievable really," said 
Kidd "The amazing trung is that we 
were undefeated through the 
regular season and we able to win 
the whole thing." 
The 11,000 fans were prepared to 
watch Delaware's K.C. Knobloch 
light up the scoreboard first with a 
31-yard field goal attempt early in 
the second quarter. 
However, Qua Parka had other 
ideas as he blocked his sixth kick of 
the season and fellow senior Richard 
Bell picked up the loose ball and ran 
77 yards for the touchdown. 
"I've said all along that the kick- 
ing game is very important and to- 
day it proved it," said Kidd. who 
won his 146th game at the univer- 
sity. "That is one reason we work so 
hard on that part of the game." 
The Colonels went into the locker 
room at half time with a 10-0 lead 
after Jamie Lovett booted a 37-yard 
field goal late in the second quarter. 
The Blue Hens dug themselves in- 
to a deeper hole by fumbling the se- 
cond half kickoff and the Colonels 
recovered at the the 21-yard line. 
After a Terence Thompson run of 
17 yards, senior fullback Nicky 
Yeast cspped the Colonels' scoring 
for the clay with a touchdown run 
from one yard out. 
The Colonels appeared to be head- 
ed for a shutout of the Blue Hens 
until 9:43 remained in the game. 
A dropped snap from center by 
punter Steve Rowe gave Delaware 
the ball at the Eastern 20. 
On the very next play, Mark 
Steimer caught a halfback pass 
from Kevin Phelan to make it 17-6. 
A Thompson fumble midway in 
the fourth quarter allowed the Blue 
Hens to another touchdown. This 
time it was on a 5-yard pass from 
Rick Scully to Tim Sagor. A two- 
point conversion closed the score to 
17-14. 
Delaware had a couple more op- 
portunities late in the game but 
couldn't cash in and the Colonels 
had their second national crown. 
T 
"If Steve (Rowe) didn't have trou- 
ble with that punt. I don't think 
Delaware would have scored at all," 
said Kidd. "It seems like we did 
something to let the other team 
back in every game this season." 
Kidd said a lot of things went in- 
to this season's success. One of 
those elements was the "Matter of 
Pride" motto that was developed 
several years ago. 
"The kids really gave that extra 
effort," said Kidd. "We went into 
this game (the championship game) 
better mentally prepared than we 
had in the past two years." 
The team surprised its 
disbelievers for a variety of reasons 
the season according to Kidd. 
"Tuck (Wooluml became a super 
player and a real leader this 
season," said Kidd of the quarter- 
back who had to replace Chris Isaac. 
Also, both the offensive line and 
defensive backfield improved week- 
by.-week. 
And the defensive unit as a whole 
proved to be the key throughout the 
season. 
"The defense played its beat two 
games in the playoffs against Ten- 
nessee State and Delaware." said 
Kidd. "They just played super." 
In the those two games, the 
defense held the top two ofefnsive 
scoring teams in Division I-AA to 
only 21 points. 
Kidd, who withdrew his name as 
a candidate for the head coaching 
job at Army, said the players 
weren't the only reason for the fine 
season. 
(See AMAZING, Page 11) 
Photo Ivy I 
Coach Kidd receives a victory ride 
-*--- 
2-The 
Respecting sensitivities 
should be top priority 
pinion 
It is rather crazy when 
something so completely logical 
is simultaneously so completely 
unfair. 
The reasoning behind the 
university's decision to close 
Mattox Hall and part of Bur-. 
nam Hall makes sense in many 
respects, but the abrubt in- 
conveniences it will place upon 
the affected residents is difficult 
to justify. 
Utilizing the decrease in the 
number of dorm residents to 
refurbish two antiquated dorms 
and save the university money 
is one thing but informing 279 
residents the first week of the 
semester that they will have to 
move is quite another. 
And this was without any 
prior warning. 
So it becomes a matter of 
where priorities lie: in saajdag a 
wise economical business 
maneuver or in fully respecting 
the sensitivities of all dorm 
residents. 
It surely wasn't, an overly 
favorable experience for these 
residents to move back into 
their dorms after returning from 
the holiday break, establish 
themselves in their rooms and 
then find out that they may 
have to move out. 
Some warning would have 
been a bit more civil, but univer- 
sity officials say they weren't 
aware that the number pf 
residence hall no-shows would 
be so substantial until after 
everyone started moving back 
in - a logical argument. 
But if there was no feasible 
way the decision could have 
been made early enough to give 
the residents a chance to adjust, 
should it have been made at all? 
The president stipulates that 
the dorms would not have been 
closed if the university had had 
to resort to tripling the moved 
residents. 
He said there is adequate 
space  in other  dorms  to  ac- 
Number one: simply 
a question of class 
It is quite sad when a coach 
leads his team to a national 
championship game, then 
doesn't even possess the dignity 
to emerge a good loser. 
All Delaware coach Harold 
"Tubby" Raymond could do 
after the Colonels claimed a 
17-14 victory over his Blue Hens 
was try to undermine the 
Eastern victory by making 
innane accusations that Roy 
Kidd took credit for the victory. 
It's also sad that The Courier 
Journal chose to devote the 
majority of its game story to 
Raymond's childish outburst. 
The fiasco started when Ray- 
mond heard that Coach Kidd 
told the media that Gus Parka' 
block of a Delaware field goal, 
which resulted in a 77-yard 
touchdown run by Richard Bell. 
was s designed play. 
"I understand he (Kidd) 
figured that out in the movies 
and has taken credit for winning 
the game." said Raymond. "In 
30 years of coaching I've never 
won s game. God bless him; he 
must be s great coach." 
Any respect Division I-AA 
fans may have had for the coach 
who has 149 victories to his 
credit  certainly   should  have 
been buried deeper with every 
stride Richard Bell took. 
Kidd's mere statement that 
the defensive play wss designed 
hardly suggests an attempt to 
take credit for the win. 
It is difficult to conceive what 
may have prompted Raymond's 
absurd tirade - it doesn't even 
merits determination of motive. 
"We didn't pick up anything 
clever in the movies so I didn't 
win the game," the irate coach 
continued. 
Anyone reading those com- 
ments could certainly pick up 
something clever - that Ray- 
mond has about as much class 
as a pair of sponge dice hanging 
in the rear view mirror of a Rolls 
Royce (as a sportswriter once 
coined the phrase). 
Coach Kidd was told what 
Raymond said and he could've 
very easily responded Perhaps 
the main reason why Kidd is one 
of the best coaches in college 
football today lies in his 
response when he heard about 
the charge. 
"I've got great respect for 
their team and their coaching." 
Now that's class. And that's 
why Eastern is number one. 
comodate the Mattox and Bur- 
nam residents without tripling 
anyone. This is another logical 
argument in support of the 
decision. 
But it wil be next to impossi- 
ble to avoid separating room- 
mates, and this is a terrible 
injustice. 
Granted it would be a major 
step of advancement for the 
university if it is able to refur- 
bish Mattox and the dosed area 
of Burnam this semester as a 
result - but this advantage 
becomes rather trivial when 
placed against the trauma the 
move will place upon the 
residents. 
The university appears to 
view this mainly as an "oppor- 
tunity" to save money and up- 
date the two dorms most in need 
of repair. 
These are wise intentions in 
one respect, but in another, it is 
rather a cold approach consider- 
ing the university's obligation 
to ensure comfort for its 
students. 
When the comfort, security 
and sensitivities of any number 
of students are one the line. 
"wise business moves," 
regardless on how logical they 
may be on paper, should take a 
back seat. 
In Other Words 
Morehead extends salute 
Congrstwlstinfia on your national 
football championship. We salute 
you aa our sister institution and as 
the standard-bearer of the OVC. 
MORRIS L. NORPLEET 
I State University 
Dynasty deserves support 
Now that EKU is established ss 
s football dynasty in Division I-AA, 
the team deserves number ONE 
fans. It's a tragedy when one of the 
best footbsl teams in America can- 
not gat 20.000 people to go to a 
gams. 
UK gets almost 60,000 a game to 
ess them lose. Why can't we get 
20.000 to see us win? I believe a lot 
. of the problem lies in the "I wsnns 
go home" syndeome. It seams to me 
that when one reaches adult age, 
one should be able to live somewhat 
independent from one's parents. 
break the habit. This fall when 
EKU takes the field, give them the 
support, respect and mco^iiition 
they deserve. 
To Coech Kidd. his staff and his 
players, many congratulations do 
out to you. 
To the school's budget committee, 
when you meet this spring, how 
about giving a substantial raiae in 
Coach Kidd's salary? When one 
doss what be and his teams have 
done for the community, s reward 
is in order. 
In conclusion, while spesking on 
athletics, how about supporting 
your athletic teems, win or lose. The 
basketball team is improving and a 
large crowd support could be just 
what they need to get them really 
moving on to better things. 
GEORGE JOHN IDES 
Fog faik to faze bugs 
If they fagged or fumigated the 
residence haus to eliminate crawling 
pssts.it is tamotfcasble to sas. If it's 
my Imagination, I don't know, but 
that seems to be more bugs- and 
bugs bolder than ever, that crawl 
even during daylight - than before 
the holiday season 
Since this unsuccessful mean, of 
extermination relies on fossil fuel- 
derived materials and since it i 
to result in more resistant strains of 
pests, it would be comforting to see 
some effort in finding alternate 
means of control - organic ana 
biological. 
Since we have biological sciences 
st EKU. it seems s safer, cheaper 
and more effective solution could be 
developed and employed. 
If anyone knows who can change 
this present practice. I would be 
ingratiated if they could snUghtea 
me so we may change methods to 
some other means of extermination. 
CHUCK SCHAD 
Hall 
Admissions policy: should it remain open or be more strict? 
Seme students, however, have 
weekend jobs which is understan- 
dable. Overall, though, many cannot 
Writer's Block 
Let's not forget so soon 
Brim Blalr 
Nearly a month after the Colonels' 
fourth consecutive trip to the 
NCAA Division I-AA football title 
game and a second national cham- 
pionship. Hanger Field is quiet The 
seemingly endless home winning 
streak, the undefeated season, the 
drama that brought together a cam- 
pus community -. several times 
under a national television eye -will 
now be quietly moved to s mental 
shelf. 
Admittedly, such sporting 
memories serve us well in the amsis 
ahssd. Something about ths 
warmth of victory staves off the 
cold and provides a resting place for 
all our pride. This past season wss. 
after all. "a matter of pride'' accord- 
ing to the public relations flyers, 
posters and such. 
Wonderful? You bet. Great for the 
university? Indeed. 
But it shouldn't stop there. 
Memories just might stand as a 
sports fans-beat friend, but they 
shouldn't be left to gather dust like 
a title trophy on s mantle 
somewhere 
Unfortunately, that seems to be 
ths case here st Eastern. Don't get 
me wrong. Ever since ths Colonels 
won their first footbel champion- 
ship in 1079. the administration has 
appeared to be proud of Coach Roy 
Kidd, his staff, and his pbyers. And 
it should be. 
However, I sometimes wonder 
whether the adsainistrstion - ths 
very one that dShrmines to a large 
degree what land of emphasis foot- 
ball will have at EKU - fully 
capitalizes on that pride and that 
unmatched gridiron success. I 
sometimes wonder if that hierarchy 
is well, afrmid of intercollegiate 
athletic achaivement here, fearing 
that juc-cess ushers access. 
University President Dr. J.C. 
. Powell and Don Combs, athletic 
director, wondered about this s fsw 
months sfter that first champion- 
ship. Both sired their concern in s 
~ 
T
 —       a 
story that appeared at that time in 
a regional magazine. 
With ths growing corruption of 
collegiate sports - which has 
resulted in some schook. choosing to 
discontinues major sport here end 
there-their concern is understand 
able. To its credit, though. Eastern's 
football program has remained as 
respectable in its off-ths field deal- 
ings as it has on the field 
Thus, if the administration is wor- 
ried shout say kind of blooming 
football monster, it can rest easy. 
for the most pert. If ft is worried 
thst the unparalleled athletic 
accomplishments wil somehow 
overshadow the academic programs 
- as some have mentioned in ths 
past - it can forget it.     ' 
Thst wul never happen. No mat- 
ter how awesome the future football 
teams of EKU may be, I don't 
foresee ths institution losing its 
educational perspective, though 
some athletes might struggle with 
that idea. 
Other universities across the 
country, including the University of 
Kentucky just across the state. 
have won f"ngfi cfcanmattsalsp 
trophies to sink s battleship. If 
anything, this success has been the 
academic programs' gain. 
And ths same is true st Eastern. 
Who can argue that three 
nationally -televised games and one 
regionally-televised game laat 
season planted a positive essd in 
millions of viewers minds, not only 
regarding our football proa ass, but 
perhaps regarding our sdurstionsl 
strength as well? 
What doss all this mean? If 
nothing else, it means thst ths ad- 
ministration hss agam bsen hlssssd 
with a most powerful public rela- 
tions tool B the form of a football 
title. 
Thanks to Eastern's strongest 
ambassadors - the football Colonels 
In the past three years, when the 
teem won the championship once 
before and appeared in two other ti 
tie contests, the campus has 
responded with little more than a 
banquet for the teem. Forgive me 
for sounding sour in what should be 
a happy time, but it seems like there 
should be more. 
Of course, it's not totally ths ad- 
ministration's fault. Some of ths 
blame for the post-cluunpionahip hill 
must fall to we who point the inky 
finger. Maybe we in the madia don't 
do enough, although we often fear 
overkill on our sports psgss. Also, 
maybe the students don't care 
enough 
Whstever.Idoknowonethingfor 
certain. When it comes to football, 
we are the champions, without a 
doubt. 
Let's not forget thst so soon. And 
let's capitalize on that fact as much 
ss taste sad perspective wul allow 
Ths open srhnlseJons policy at 
Eastern and ether public univer- 
sities in Kentucky makes these 
universities lees attractive to those 
who plan en attaining a good educa- 
tion. Many people feel that an open 
admissions school is less qualified 
and leas interested in helping a per- 
son acquire the education he or she 
desires, unUce schools without open 
sdfnissisns 
Closed sdMllsaluiiS is an advan- 
tage for the university, the students 
who attend it, and the university 
staff. If students had to be accepted 
to Eastern, lees students would be 
sksapsag cur and failing classes, 
and the overall GPA would be 
higher at the university. 
Open admissions universities tend 
to attract those students who are 
not mainly interested in s good 
education, but an active social life. 
If s student is truly intsrestsd in s 
milage r*<i'"**t*rT'. be or she ***"vM< 
take steps fa high school to prepare 
himself/herself for it. 
Included B these steps should be 
receiving or trying to receive grades 
he or she has ths potanflal to earn. 
More than likely, if s person does 
not motivate himself sad try to 
achieve edncstional goals in high 
school, it wfll take more than s 
seven-day absents policy to keep 
him going in college. 
Eastern, being a school thst is 
overcrowded almost every year, 
should take steps in preventing 
those who are not all that interested 
in a college education from being 
admitted. 
If Eastern wanta to be known as 
r The 
-tea 
JMi 
a good university, s school where 
anyone can achieve their ultimate 
sdurstionsl goals, the open admis- 
sions policy should be discontinued. 
Any student who enters a college 
with less than a 2.0 GPA and keeps 
it thst low throughout his two or 
four years at the university, cannot 
truly desire a good college educa- 
tion, and therefore does not deserve 
to waste his and ths university's 
time sad money. 
MONICA EYCKMANS 
Clay HaD 
I feel thst Eastern Kentucky 
University should continue iu open 
sdrmssions policy. Every person in 
our society should hsve the right to 
an education. In my opinion, two 
important points should be kept in 
mind while considering this issue. 
First, it is not fair to base admis- 
sion to a university on grades. 
Moreover, it would cause some 
students to be barred from learning 
a skill or profession. 
Grades do not always reflect s 
student's Isanurig shuttles. Just 
because a student receives poor 
grades in Ugh school does not 
necessarity mean that be will in col- 
lege, because it is left up the ths 
individual aa to how much ho wants 
to learn 
Also, by not continuing ths open 
admission policy, many people 
would not be given the chance to 
better thsusjuliss with an educa- 
tion. In most cases, to sera s pro- 
fessional position one must have a 
college education. 
The right to an education should 
be granted to anyone who has a 
Oesiretolssun-IfapsrsonUwilling 
to try to educate and better himself, 
he should be given the opportunity 
to do so. 
NEDRA JASPER 
Miller Hail 
There has been much discussion 
KevtaOrw. 
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at state universities and whether or 
not they should be continued 
Although I strongly believe thst 
education should be made available 
to aa many people as possible. 1 also 
believe that open admissions 
policies st state universities should 
be discontinued. Indeed, opea 
admissions are unfair to both 
students and faculty. 
First of all, open ~*—<—*~-r 
policies are unfair to students. Since 
attending collage requiies a large in- 
vestment of time, money and 
dedication on ths pert of ths stu- 
dent, admitting students who can- 
not handle ths work load and 
pressures of collage is unfair to 
those students. 
After all, not everyone is suited 
for college, which is nothing to be 
sshsmsd of on the part of the 
individual. However, when s univer- 
sity admits a student who is not 
suited for college and cannot handle 
college work, thst is something to 
be sshsmsd of on the part of ths 
university. 
Secondly, open admissions 
policies sre unfair to faculty 
members, who have invested a greet 
deal of time, money and dedication 
of their own in order to become 
educators In fact, they have the 
right to expect ths students they 
teach to be capable of performing 
college level work. 
Further, when faculty members 
are asked to teach students who 
aren't suited for college and can't 
perform college level work, than ft 
is s saddening waste of talent snd 
ability. 
So no one actually profits from 
open admissions policies - not the 
faculty, and certainly not the 
students. Therefore, discontinuing 
open admissions policies st state 
universities whould be to the advan 
tage of both students snd faculty. 
DONNA JACKSON 
As s student here at Eastern Ken- 
tucky University, I do not think 
they should discontinue iu open ad- 
misaions policy. I. myself, in high 
school did not take all die classes an 
incoming freshman would be 
required to have had. 
While I wee in high school I did 
not think I wanted to attend college 
after graduation, so I mainly took 
a lot of business classes. I did this 
thinking I would be abb to find a 
fairly decent Job sfter graduation. 
Late in my senior year of high 
school, however, I decided I wanted 
to ettsnd college. I hadn't had any 
roflaga preparation rlsiei. only the 
basic high school requirements. This 
didn't sat me beck when I came to 
college. 
You attend collage to learn A lot 
of what you learn in college prep 
classes is repeated when you take 
classes to fulfill your general educa 
tion requirements. The people who 
do take these classes to prepare 
themselves will hsve it s bit easier 
as s rollegs freshman This itself is 
s big adjustment, which some peo- 
ple sre not able to handle. 
As kids gat older sad mature, 
their ideas change. What some 
tsanagsn wanted lest year isn't 
necessarily what they want the 
following year I'm not wguing the 
fact that having than rlassss 
behind you wouldn't help. 
A new sdmissions policy would, 
eliminate a lot of people who' 
thought that wasn't what they 
wanted at the time. 
MARY BUCHANAN 
Miller Hall 
-t~ 
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44 IT WAS GREEK LIFE THAT GAVE ME THE 
TRUE COLLEGIATE EXPERIENCE" 
College Life offers you the opportunity to learn; 
GREEK LIFE provides the motivation through scholarship and leadership 
.    '" programs. 
College Life Offers you a wide range of activities; 
GREEK LIFE organizes and involves you in them. 
College Life offers you social events; 
GREEK LIFE offers you organized social interaction. 
College Life offers you the benefits of the community! 
GREEK LIFE involves you in the community through philanthropy projects. 
College Life offers you four years; 
GREEK LIFE OFFERS YOU A LIFETIME. 
. -UK   Kaleidscope 
INTERFRATERIMITY COUNCIL 
Welcome Back to EKU. On behalf of Eastern's Fraternities and Sororities 
we   invite  you  to   attend   the  various  rush  functions   this   semester. 
We feel, through our own personal experiences, that becoming a Greek has 
enhanced our college career in every aspect. We hope that you will consider 
Greek Life as part of your college experience. We're looking forward to 
meeting you during our rush functions. If you have any questions please con- 
tact the Office of Student Activities, 128 Powell Bldg. at no.3855. 
SORORITY RUSH 
Jan. 17-21 Rush Interest Sign-Up 
Jan.24 - Feb.7 Sorority Sprng Rush 
Sorority Spring Rush is an informal setting where rushee's can 
meet sorority members. Sign-up is not required, but encourag- 
ed. We hope you will take the opportunity to attend as many 
parties as possible during the two weeks of sorority Rush. 
Schedules of the eleven sororities at EKU are listed- below, 
also watch for individual soronty advertisements. 
If you have any questions about Soronty Rush contact Phyllis Whitehead. 
Panhellenic Rush Chairman at no.2706. Amy Gardner. Panheltenic Presi- 
dent at no.4692 or Nancy Holt, Greek Advisor at no.3855. 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
1/24 "Getting to Know You   8 30 9.30p m Blue Rm .Keen Johnson 
I'25 Carvival Party 8:30 9 30p.m. Music Rm . Powell Bldg 
I/26 Pajama fVty 8.30930p.m. 2nd. Floor. Walters Hall 
2/I SOs Party 8:309:30p.m. Green Rm.. Keen Johnson Bldg. 
2/2 Preference Party 8:30 930p.m. Herndon Lounge. Powell Bldg 
by Invitation Only 
Rush Chairman:   Laura   LeMaster        ph 3397 
President Nancy Cary     ph.329l 
ALPHA DELTA PI 
Look for announcements of upcoming events. 
Rush Chairman: Carla Herbert 
President: Traci Wimsatt ph.5277 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA 
Look for announcements ol upcoming events 
CHI OMEGA 
I '24 Pizza Party 9p.m. 12a.nv Pizza Hut 
I ^6 Popcorn Party 7-9p.m. 6th Floor. Mcgregor Hall 
Rush Chairman: Kathy Kidd ph.3428 
President   Anna Vincent ph2652 
DELTA SIGMA THETA 
Look for announcements of upcoming events. 
President   Lynne Davis ph 22I8 
DELTA ZETA 
I/25 Sk, Lodge I Ith Floor. Telford Hall 
I/27 Tea Party Herndon Lounge 
I/3I Cabarett Green Rm .Keen |ohnson Bldg 
Rush Chairman: Beverly Wheeler ph. 4712 
President: Lisa Rullman ph 4478 
KAPPA ALPHA THETA 
1/25 Social 7 8:30p.m. 7th Ftoor. Walters 
1/27 Social 7 30-9p.m. Walters Date Lounge 
1/29 Social 10-11:30p.m. 7th Floor. Walters 
Rush Chairman: Lencia Alexander, ph   2784 
KAPPA DELTA 
1/24 Open House 7-8p.m. 4th Floor. Walters 
1/26 'Come Aboard the S.S Kappa Delta" 7 8p.m. BkteRm. Keen Johnson Bldg 
Rush Chairman: Robm Rush ph.2852 
President: Cindy Burianek ph.3425 
PHI MU 
1/24 Thr* Pirfc Party 5-7p.m Jaggers Rm. Powell Bldg 
1/26 Bowling Mght 8 9p.m. Powell bkjg Game Rm 
1/27 Jungle Book 6-7:30p m. Jaggers Rm.Powell Bldg 
1/31 Phi Mu Chapter Dev 9pm Combs Bldg.. Rm.2l7 
2/1 -Taco Party 5-7p.m. 7th Floor, TeMord Hall 
2/3 Phi Mu Fashions 6 7 30pm. Jaggers Rm. Telford Hall 
Rush Chairman Nancy Otter ph.S257 
President: Janet Lohr ph.52G7 
ZETA PHI BETA 
Look for announcements of upcoming events 
President: Victoria Mason ph 5372 
PI BETA PHI 
I#4 Open House 8 lOp m. 9th Floor. Telford Han 
1/27 Rush 8:3010pm   Miiebarn 
2/1  Rush 8'4S-9:4Sp.m. Herndon Lounge. Powell Bldg 
2/3 Preference (Invitation only) 
Rush Chairman: Lisa ph.4894 
President   Sarah Roan ph. 4587 
FRATERNITY RUSH 
Jan. 17-28 Fraternity Rush Informational 
Fraternity Rush functions begn at vanous times depending 
upon the fraternity. We encourage any man interested in 
Fraternity Life to attend as many functions as possible. 
Rush scheules of the sixteen Fraternities at EKU are listed 
below. If you have any questions contact Jon Beasey. IFC Vice 
President at 624-2269 or Nancy Holt. Greek Advisor at 38S5. 
BETA THETA PI 
1/17 Smoker 67:30pm   Kennamer Rm . Powell Bldg 
1/18 Pizza Party 9am  12am  Pizza Hut 
I '24 Social To be announced 
1/25 Smoker 89 30p m   Herndon Lounge. Powell Bldg 
1/31 Smoker fc-7:30p m   Kennamer Rm . Powell Bldg 
2/3 Smoker 6-7 30p m   Herndon Lounge. Powell Bldg 
Rush Chairman   Tom Craft 623 9346 • 
President. Judd Devlin 
DELTA UPSILON 
1/12 "Meet the Brothers" 81 Ip m  8th Floor. Todd Hall 
1/13 Rush Party To be announced 
1/15 Morehead Basketball Game 6pm Meet on 8th Poor. Todd Hall 
1/17 Western Basketball Game 6p m   Meet on 8 th floor. Todd Hall 
1/19 Pizza Party 8 lOp m   Mr  Gatti's 
1/20 Rush Party To be announced 
1/24 Informational 6-7:30p.m   Kennamer Rm.   Powell Bldg. 
Rush Chairman   Brian Hyndman 5301 
President   John Back 3041 
KAPPA ALPHA 
1/17 Introduction 6-7 30p m. JaggersRm.. PowellBldg 
1/19 Informatonal 7 9p m  Commonwealth Hall 
1/22 Pre Game Party 5-7:30p.m. Sutters Mill 
1/24 Informatonal 6 7:30p.m   Jaggers Rm. Powell Bldg. 
1/26 Social 8p.m. 12am. O Riley s 
2/1 Smoker 7 30-9p m. Jaggers Rm. Powell Bldg 
Rush Chairman Renne Bates 624-0653 
President  John Bradley 624-0653 
KAPPA ALPHA PSI 
1/19 Informatonal 9 45pm Jaggers Rm.. Powell Bldg. 
1/24 Informatonal 9 45p m. Jaggers Rm.. Powell Bldg 
President   Tyrone Redden 5111 
* 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
1/10 Soocial 7-9p.m Top Dog 
l/l I  Informational 7-8 30p m   Herndon Lounge, Powell Bldg 
1/12 Blazing Saddles    Wild West    7pm   20th Floor. Commonwealth Hall 
1/17 Ivy League Night 67:30pm  Herndon Lounge. Powell Bldg 
1/18 Social 6 8:30p.m J  Sutters Mill 
1/19 M'A'S'H Party 7p.m 20th Floor. Commonwealth Hall 
1/20 Franks and Foam 6-8pm  Top Dog 
1/24 Lambda Chi Alpha Night 8-9 30p m Kennamer Rm . Powell Bldg 
1/25 Pizza Hut Pigout (Invite only) 8 30p m Pizza Hut 
1/26 Informatonal 7-9p m   Todd Hall 
Rush Chairman   Kelly Stone 2344 
President   Doug Botkm 2953 
PHI DELTA THETA 
1/18 "Beach Bum' Smoker 67p.m   Herndon Lounge. Powell Bldg 
1/19 Social 6-8p.m   Top Dog 
1/24 Smoker 89:30p.m. Herndon Lounge. Powell Bldg 
1/26 Smoker 89:30pm   Herndon Lounge. Powell Bldg 
2/1 Social 6 8pm J Sutters Mil 
■ 2/3 "Toga Party    6-8p.m   Top Dog J 
T 
 -L-  - 
OMEGA PSI PHI 
I'I8 Informatonal 6 7 30pm  Kennamer Rm . Powell   Bldg 
1/24 Informatonal 8 9:30p m  Jaggers Rm. Powell Bldg 
President  Ron Davis 3084 
PHI KAPPA TAU 
I /I I Informational 7 9p m   Kennamer Rm     PowellBldg. 
1/12 Social 8p.m. TBA 
1/17 Informational 8 9 30p.m   Herndon Lounge. Powell Bldg 
I'25 Pizza Party TBA Pizza Hut 
I'30 Super Bowl Party TBA 
Rush Chairman   Andy Hoekzeman 
Pledge President: Chris Brown 2070 
PI KAPPA ALPHA 
I'18.Informatonal 8 9 30 pm   JaggersRm. Powell Bldg 
1/25 Informatonal 8 9 30 pm  Kennamer Rm.. Powell Bldg 
President   Dave Farmer 
PHI BETA SIGMA 
I'18 Informational 8-9 39p m  Kennamer Rm . Powell Bldg 
I'25 Informational 8 9 30p m  Jaggers Rm . Powell Bldg 
President   Paul 3926 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
l/l I New Years Party 8 30p m  I2a.m   SAE House 
1/12 SAE Bash 830-l2a.m  SAE House 
1/13 Downtown Warm up 6 9p m   SAF House 
1/17 Weeny Roast 5-8p m   SAE House 
1/19 Informational 6-7 30p m  Kennamer Rm  Powell Bldg 
1/20 Country Bumpkm Party 8p.m. 12a.m  SAE House 
1/24 Toga Party 8p.m. 12am SAE House 
1/25 Informatonal 6 7 30p m  Kennamer Rm . Powell Bldg 
1/28 Happy Hour Party 4 7p.m  SAE House 
1/31 Informatonal 7 8 30p m  Herndon Lounge. Powell Bldg 
Rush Chairman  Steve McCombs 623 0849 
President   Rob Robinson 624 9914 
SIGMA CHI 
l/l I  Kickoff Party 7p.m   J Suiter's Mill 
1/12 Mixer 7 8.30pm   Keene Hall 
I'13 Party 8p/n   106 Walnut St 
116 Play Off Party Game time Richmond East Apt   K 81 
I'18 Social 7pm Bear and the Bull 
1/19 Informational 8 9 30pm  Kennamer Rm. Powell Bldg 
1/20 Pizza Blast 7p m  Pizza Hjt 
1/22 Party 8pm.  106 Walnut St 
I'26 Informational 6 7.30pm  Kennamer Rm.. Powell Bldg 
Rush Chairman   Mark Bowling 3794 
President   Mike Roberts 624 9277 
SIGMA NU 
l/l I  Informatonal 7-9p m   Keene Hall 
1/12 Informatonal 7 9pm   Herndon Lounge, Powell Bldg 
1/18 Informatonal 7-9p m   Commonwealth Hall 
1/19 Informational 6-7:30p m  Herndon Louige 
1/26 Informational 8-9 30p m  Kennaner Rm. Powell Bldg 
I '27 Informational 7-9p m   Kennamer Rm 
2/1 Informational 7-9p m   Kemamer Rm 
Rush Chairman Keith Gunterr 623 6488 
President. Dave Cams 4901 
SIGME PI 
TBA Acquaintance Party TBA 
TBA "Basketball Bash' TBA 
TBA Toga Party TBA 
TBA Acquaintance TBA 
TBA "Night at the Movies   TBA 
president   George Johnides 624 2567 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
1/12 Rush Party 8p.m. TKE House 
1/19 Informational 99:30p.m. Jaggers Rm.. Powell Bldg 
1/20 Party 69p.m. J  Sutters Mill 
1/25 Pizza Party 9pm   12am. Pizza Hut 
1/26 Informational 6 7:30pm   Jaggers Rm. Powell Bldg 
THETA CHI 
1/18 Smoker 89 30p m   Herndon Lounge, Powell Bldg 
1/19 Social 6 8p m  Family Dog 
1/25 Social 6 8p m  Bear and the Bull 
1/26 Smoker 67 30p m   Jaggers Rm . Powell Bldg 
Rush Chairman   Tate Carter 624 0826 
Preldent   Mark Ruddel 623 2969 
T*"****! 13, 1—3 
Police Beat 
The following report* were made I 
to the Diviaion of Public Safety: , 
Dae 7: 
Lawteajca A. Poiadex tar of Palmar 
Hall waa arraatad on the charge of driv- 
ing IIIMSSI the influence of intoxicants. 
Edward Marshal of Keene Hall 
reportad that a window on the camper- 
top of hia vehicle waa brohaa out. There 
waa no aatimarlon of fining* given. M*r- 
ahal alao reported the theft of a 
calculator from hia room. The item waa 
reportedly valued at $100. 
David leaner of Kaane Hall reported 
the theft of ■ portable radio belonging to 
Charles Jarre* from hia room. The item 
waa reportedh/ valued at $260. 
Stiphaali Soott of McGregor Hall 
reported the theft of e 1982 Mercury 
Capri The vehicle we* later recovered 
end William A. Dwttea Jr. of G 10 
Village Square Apartments waa arreatad 
on rlari rhatga* *J WWMM etolm ima 
ty and operating a vehicle on a revoked 
Hcenaa. 
Jay Martin, of Commonweeth Hell 
reported the theft of two fender aUrt* 
from hia vehicle in the Alumni Colieeum 
lot. The item* ware reportedly valued at 
$80. 
Dec. 8: 
Carol Grant reported the theft of a 
metal cash box containing $20 in cash 
from her office in the Greg Adam* 
Building. 
DarreU Mbbs of ODonnell Hall 
reported the theft of a wallet and t80 in 
cash from hi* room. Danny Grimes, hia 
roommate, reported the theft of a 
checkbook and an electric raxor. 
reportedly valued at $30. 
Michelle Oyler of Caae Hall reported 
the theft of an electric typewriter from 
her room. The item  waa reportedly 
valued at »250. 
Dec* 
Candy Dannie reported the email of 
smoke at John Grant Crabbe Library. 
The building an* evacuated and the Are 
department responded. Investigation 
revealed an electric motor had burned 
out. 
Jeaneaa Goldey of McGregor Hall 
reported that the windahiald of her vehi- 
cle had been broken. No estimation of 
damage waa given. 
eeanaa Weaver reportad the smell of 
■moke at the Coatee Administration 
Building. The building we* evacuated 
and the fire department responded In 
veetlgation revealed an elevator electric 
motor had overheated. 
Arnold Taasbee and Jake Stamper 
both of Pahner Hall wan chad on the 
charge of po«eo**icn of marijuana. 
Dec lft 
P.aaaeU L. Hatcher of Dupree Hall was 
MI set ad on the charge of driving under 
the influence of intoxicants 
MaredHa Ford of Marti, Hill reported 
the theft of MB in cash from bar room. 
Michael J Jesse and WUaeas S. Burke, 
both of Commonwealth Hall, were ar 
rested on the charge of public 
MswasssBnes 
Kjrl* Jos*, of 242 Wayne Drive waa 
arrested on the charge of diem daily 
conduct. 
Charles Eastie of Mattox Hall was sr 
reeted on th» charge of driving under the 
influence of intoxicants. 
Jennifer Kent andCatharin* Krsihag. 
both of Comb* Han. reported the theft 
of two wriet watches. Onawaaiepuitedry 
valued at $30 There waa no estimation 
given for the value of the other. 
Beth A. Yeagle of Martin Hail 
reported the theft of S31 in cash from her 
Dee. Ik 
Brian Watts of 613 Eaat Mate St. waa 
ai reeted on the charge of driving under 
the influence of intoxicants end Jeel 
Ssale waa arrested on the charge of 
public intoxication. 
Richard W. Breaks of Kaane Hall was 
arraatad on the charges of driving under 
themflnaaci of iatoaiMsla Basil ant har 
Tuaothy Hmarlrhaaa of Kaane Hall 
reported the theft of a checkbook con 
taining $10 a caeh. an ID., a driver's 
Blaa Creeh of Martin Hall reportad 
the theft of 126 from her room. 
of Kaane Hall was 
cited on the charge of possession of 
marijuana. 
Csrol Hymen, dorm director at M iller 
Hall, reported a glass door bad been 
broken. No estimation of damage waa 
given. 
Dec 1ft 
AnthaayC. Snew of Dupree Hall waa 
■rested on the charge* of driving under 
the influence of intoxicants and carrying 
a mnrsslsii weapon. 
Mark Griffey of Keen* Hall reported 
the theft of a radio/cassette player from 
hi* room. The item waa reportedly valued 
at $100. 
Dec lft 
Mehaeaad Aleekairy of Brocklyn Sub- 
division reportad the theft of four hub- 
cap* from bis vehicle. The items were 
reportedly valued at $240 
David Passes! of Commonweath Hall 
reported the theft of five textbooks from 
hia room. The items were reportedly 
valued et $72 
John Fergesaa of 923 Vickers Village 
reportad the small of smoke The fire 
ikiaatnmit isaponrtefl and innaatlgslion 
revealed no smoke or fire 
Dec 14: 
Billy G. Newton of 166 Brockton waa 
aiieeted on the charges of 2nd degree 
assault, public intoxication and dieorder 
ly conduct 
Sharon Murray of Combe Hall 
reported the theft of a tax tbcok from the 
lobby of Combe Hall The item was 
reportedly valued at $16.60. 
Matthew ■■!■■ of Mattoz Hall 
cited on the charge of possession of 
marijuana. 
Stapha. CaaepbsU Kaane Hall reported 
the theft of a textbook from bar room. 
The item was  reportedly   valued  et 
$26.96. 
Dec 15: 
Theodore A. Taaboaka* of Mattel Hall 
waa wrested on the charge of driving 
under the influence of intoxicant*. 
David Hanawraaan of Kaane Hall 
-reportad the theft of three textbooks 
from has saana, ana* itmisi wsas leportedry 
valued at $37.50. 
Ted Teyler. the reader*, hell director 
et ODonnell Hall reported the theft of 
•77 from the room of LooBionn. a resi- 
dent of O Dorsiell Hall 
Dewkes Wall, and Beth Msasstt both 
of Case Hall reported the theft of two 
textbook* from their room. The items 
ware reportedly valued at (47.90. 
Jackie Craft of Caae Hall reported the 
theft of two textbook* from bar room. 
The item* wese reportedly valued et $65 
Arattn Morris. Martin Hall cafeteria 
supervisor, reported the ■nell of smoke 
in Martin Hall. The building was 
evacuated end the fire department 
leapoiideri hti —tigstUsi wvealad a hght 
ballast had burned out 
Jeurfar Borders of Case Hall reported 
the theft of a purse containing a 
nerklere. a wallet and $90 in cash from 
Martin Hall cafeteria. The purse was 
later found in the Combe Building minus 
the three items. The 
reportedly valued at $20. 
ftCaarawRwaw-inieunwdtasflre 
alarm was sounding in tin) Coatee Ad- 
ministration Building. Tba building waa 
evacuated and the firs department 
reeponded Investigation revealed that 
the beet deSactoi in the msrhaairal room 
had been activated by the steam of a 
leaking hot water pipe. 
Kelly Harper of Martin Hall reported 
the theft of e textbook from bar room. 
The item waa reportedly valued at $25. 
Dec lft 
Marvin Welch of Cornmonwealth HaB 
waa si i sat sd on the charges of driving 
under the influence of intoxicants and 
following too closely to another vehicle 
Sarah Watts of Backham Hsll 
reportad the theft of varioua piece* of 
jewelry   from  her   room.   Margaret 
Weetan, Watts ronrnmats, reported the 
theft of three textbooks. The jewelry and 
the textbooks were reportedly valued at 
$3,200 and $#) respectively. All but $000 
of the jewelry waa later discovered in a 
bag in Watta' room. 
Use Heat of Combe Hall reported the 
theft of * portable stereo from her room 
The item was leportedly valued at $200. 
Devise. McCMIa- of Sullivan Hall 
reported the theft of a bicycle from the 
bicycle reck at Martin Hall. The item 
was reportedly valued at $90. The bicy- 
cle wss later i surveyed. 
Dec 17: 
Aw L finsniU of 104 Purcell Drive 
waa arrested on the charge of driving 
under the Infhsnre of intoxicants. 
of 600 Brockton 
reported the windahiald of hi* vehicle 
was cracked. No estimation of damage* 
was given. 
Jeha C. Crawford . John Fogle and 
Rothel Cevtagtea all of Keen* Hall were 
arreeted on the charges of 4th degree 
assault, disorderly conduct and resisting 
arrsat. A warrant waa issued later for 
Deaaetrk L Wllaaa tor the charge of 
disorderly conduct. 
Decs* 
Jfaw Gay. the residence hall director at 
Palmar   Hall,   reported   the   smell   of 
smoke. The fee department responded 
and in veetigation revealed nothing. 
Dec 2ft 
Dsan T. Jsssssea of 117 Franklin 
Drive waa arreeted on the charge of 
public intoxication A criminal complaint 
was filed on Dec. 23 and Johnson was 
alao charged with driving undw the in- 
fluence of kttoxicant*. 
JgfJ.ll 
Charlotte Whittakar of 111 Millstone 
Drive waa n iaetid on tiwchargeof driv- 
ing under the influence of intoxicants. 
Jaa. 3: 
Lee Gentry reported that a washing 
machine had been  vandaxxed in  the 
Weaver   Building.   No sasjsjaajtgaj of 
damage waa ajven. 
Jaa 5: 
David Rwaseil of Keens Han reported 
How much? i%«w.-.Ta-,i 
Susan Warren, freehman interior design major froan Barbourvllle. purchases books at the University Book 
Store and ceacovera that tuition la only part of the coat of en educetion. 
Fight sparked at Keene Hall 
the theft of s heskatball. a tape pUysr. 
an AM/FM clock radio, two textbooks. 
a travel bag, a hair dryer and a shaving 
kit from hi* room on Dec 12. The item* 
ware reportedly valued at $243.24. 
i J. Hkjgia* reported the theft 
of (83 from a cash box m the Greg 
Adams buikung. 
Ga via L. Wilson of Commonwealth 
Hall waa arreatad on the charge of public 
IntOXfcsataTOf* 
Husband charged in 
of Combs Hall night 
murder 
hostess 
Elizabeth L. Hill, night hosteas at 
Combs Hsll, was killed in her home, 
7777 Red Houae Road, on Dae. 20 
at approximately 9:30 p-m., accor- 
ding to Kentucky State Police. 
Police said Hubert Harold Hill 
73. shot his wife. Elizabeth, 63. in 
the chest three times with a 
32-caliber pistol during an 
altercation. 
Mrs. Hill was dead at the scene. 
Hill was charged with murder and 
IcsJgedtathsMadieonOountyJail. 
He waa released on a $60,000 pro- 
perty bond Dec. 22, according to the 
Madison County Circuit Court. 
Clark. 
According to the clerk's office, the 
caae is scheduled to come before the 
Madison County Grand Jury Jan. 
17. 
Mrs. Hi! was employed by the 
university in 1976. She worked as a 
night hosteas in Caae and Talford 
halls before joining the Combs Hall 
staff five years ago. 
"She tried to be totaly involved 
with the students in the hsll,'' said 
Sandra Pee, Combs Hal dorm direc- 
tor. "She seamed to genuinely care 
for the students and they greatly 
appreciated that." 
Bylxsa 
Newa editor 
Following a disturbance which oc- 
curred on the 7th floor of Keene Hall 
on the night of Dec 17. three par- 
sons ware arreeted and a warrant 
waa issued for a fourth person. 
According to Alan Brashear. 
Keene Hall assistant residence hall 
director, the incident waa touched 
off when Demetric Wilson alleged- 
ly dumped trash in front of the door 
of Greg Jeasti the 7th floor resident 
assistant (RA). 
Arrested were: Rothel Covington, 
509 Keene Hall, and John C. Fogie. 
610 Keene Hall, on the charges of 
4th degree assault, disorderly con- 
duct and resisting arrest; John C. 
Crawford, 609 Keene Hall, on the 
char gee of two counts of 4th degree 
assault, disorderly conduct and 
resisting arrest. 
I A warrant was lster obtained for 
Wilson. 718 Keene Hall, who is 
charged with disorderly conduct. 
According to police Wilson has not 
yet been served with that warrant. 
Information provided by 
witnesses revealed that the incident 
waa "basically racially oriented," 
and Wilson was allegedy carrying 
s club to frighten other students on 
the floor, according to police. 
Immediately following the inci- 
dent Wilson told a Progress reporter 
that said the disturbance started 
out as horseplay. 
" A bunch of guys were out in the 
hallway spraying shaving cream 
around," Wilson said. "Then 
somebody dumped trash in front of 
the R.A.'s door and his roommate 
thought I dU it." 
Wilson said the argument that 
followed between him "and a bunch 
of white guys" attracted a crowd of 
people in the hallway and waa 
enough to prompt Joe MauU, staff 
assistant, to call the Diviaion of 
Public Safety and report that a fight 
was about to break out on the 7th 
floor. 
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According to police, when officers 
Michael Carmen. Stephen Butler 
and T.E. dark arrived at the scene, 
between 16 and 20 people were 
assembled in the hall. 
' While police were trying to con 
tain the persons in the hall in order 
to find out what had happened, 
several individuals attempted to 
leave on the elevator. 
Officer dark attempted to detain 
,Covington from leaving when 
-Crawford and Fogle allegedly began 
interfering. 
Crawford and Fogle than alleged- 
ly became disorderly and were 
ultimately placed under arrest. A 
fight immediately broke out and 
"necessary force" had to be used to 
effect the arrests, according to/ 
police. 
Each of the suspects were releas- 
ed that night on a $500 surety bond. 
During the incident, the arresting 
officers sustained minor injuries and, 
were taken to Pattie A. Clay 
Hospital where they ware treated 
and released 
The three were arraigned in 
Madison District Court Wedneeday 
on the charges. Crawford's and 
Fogle's charges were merged into 
one charge of disodedy conduct. 
They were each fined $87.50. Covi 
ington was fined $62.50 for disorder 
ly conduct. • 
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Counseling Center provides aid 
By MvkC..pbell 
Fsatwres editor 
Many people tuffer from MOM 
degree of depression, but at the 
university there is a place to go 
in search of help, understanding 
and counseling. 
January is considered by many 
psychologists as the most 
depressing month of the year 
because people suffer from post 
holiday blues. 
However, Dr. Calvin Tolar, 
director of the university's 
Counseling Center, said that may 
not be true here. 
Toiar, who works out of an of- 
fice located on the first floor of 
EUendak Hall, said he has not 
seen an increase in cases during 
January over the rest of the year. 
but depression is a common com- 
plaint at the center. 
"Quite a few students corns in 
talking about being discouraged 
or down and depressed,'' said 
Telar. "It's a vary common oc- 
curance. On college campuses 
there is ample depression. 
"At the Counseling Center we 
are seeing many people that have 
personal problems and in any of 
those personal problems 
students are talking about being 
discouraged, depressed or 
lonely." 
The severity of depression 
varies with each individual, Tolar 
said He said the cases he deals 
wi£h are not usually of a severe 
nature. "We deal with the mild 
to mildly severe cases." Tolar 
said. 
- "Wa'ie not tailing about a 
depressive reaction or a full- 
blown depression where lots of 
times people are suicidal and 
many times are hospitilized - 
where someone is seriously ill - 
we're Hattag about the kind of 
depression that many people ex- 
perience," said Tolar. 
Sometimes depression will be 
brought about by some kind of 
physical problem or component 
that must be cheeked out in order 
to provide the right kind of 
treatment. 
* "If we rule out the idea or no- 
tion that there is any physical 
components then it's a 
psychological thing- basically it 
0 a self-produced kind of reac- 
tion." be said. 
""If you can help people come 
■a grips with the fact that they 
are causing themselves to be 
depressed and get them to see 
just exactly what they are doing 
M thinking that's causing their 
depression, then you've made s 
bjg bunch of headway in getting 
them to overcome it" said Tolar. 
Tolar doesn't think problems 
such aa post-holiday blues or 
stress from exams are sources of 
student's depression. These fac- 
tors, be said, may make the real 
problems more notkable. 
"Generally what happens is 
you coma to the conclusion that 
they are causing thek depression 
by fla%a%jnat not just thinking 
consciously, about the assump- 
tions that people have about life 
sad about themselves perhaps at 
an unaware level," said Tolar. 
"The kind of thought processes 
that are below the level of 
awareness. 
"If these assumptions about 
life, the world and the events 
around them are net rational - 
that is they don't square with the 
truth and the way things really 
are with them - these lands of 
thought patterns produce emo- 
tional reactions which are ex- 
treme and which are harmful - 
depression being one," he said. 
One of the meat common 
symptoms of depression is s lack 
of assertiveness. according to 
Tolar. 
"I try to get them to start be- 
ing more assertive and standing 
up for themselves and how they 
feel," said Tolar. "Many times in 
depression there is s supression 
component. 
"You'll fsid that depressive 
people have a tendency to push 
their feelings down inside of 
them." he said. ''They generally 
have a tough time with anger and 
they almost always have a tough 
time with guilt. 
"If you can get them to start 
directly expressing how they feel, 
to think through their guilt orien- 
tation and drop their guik - I use 
that word advisedly - they learn 
to put it aside and you can begin 
to help them to stop being 
depressed." 
People who are depressed are 
most oftsn upset sbout 
something or angry, said Tolar. 
"If you don't create anger you 
are not going to be depressed, 
he said. "There is slmost always 
sn element of anger in the kind 
of depression I review. Many of 
us don't learn how to handle 
things like anger very well. 
"I personally don't believe that 
anger per as is ever helpful, but 
neither is it helpful to repress it." 
said Tolar. "The idea is to not 
repress it, but instead learn how 
not to create it." 
"What I want people to learn 
how' to do is to say what they 
think directly so that they don't 
have to allow the frustration to 
build up inside of them," he said. 
"Rather than allow all your little 
dislikes to funnel or pile up into 
a big bundle of anger." 
Tolar said by talking to some- 
one it isn't hard to tell if they 
lack assertion. "Generally this is 
obvious through mannerisms, 
tone of voice and also by the life 
material that they may be giving 
you," he said. 
A lack of assertion is not the 
only problem a depressed person 
has to cope with. Anguish, guilt, 
a lack of self-esteem and 
hopelessness sre also common. 
"They are not wanting to let 
anyone down. They are feeling 
guilty about not doing maybe 
well enough and they are feeling 
inadequate n inter-personal rela- 
tionships, " said Tolar. 
"When somebody comes in 
here who is depressed, you can 
almost rest assured that they are 
going to be talking about, in one 
way or another, being guilty," 
Tolar continued. "Underneath 
you're going to see some anger, 
you're going to see a lot of 
hopelessness with worries about 
the future - making it - worry- 
ing about wether or not they can 
handle life n general." 
Tolar utilizes a therapy that in- 
volves role playing and eventual- 
ly aaaigiinMMSB for that person to 
complete in his daily routine. 
The person practices being 
assertive and Tolar comments on 
the student's accomplishments. 
"It's kind of like teaching some- 
one to ride a bicycle or to write 
a term paper - it's basically a 
matter of mechanics - getting 
practice and feedback." 
Not all of the people who suf- 
fer from depression at the univer- 
sity come to the counseling 
center, but about ten percent of 
the population do make their way 
through EUendaie Hall at some 
time. 
There are other services at the 
center other than individual 
counseling. There is s career 
planning seminar IOCS 199) and 
an interpersonal effectiveness 
seminar (GCS 198) offered for 
one. credit hour each. 
"The people that come in here 
are the people that get desperate 
enough to come in - the people 
that are hurting enough - the 
people who are worried about 
themselves," said Tolar. 
"A lot of time the difference 
between the one that does come 
in and the one that doesn't is a 
contact with someone who might 
help their confidence in this 
place. 
"Maybe somebody who 
doesn't come in might have had 
a negative experience somewhere 
along the line with s professional 
person - a counselor in high 
school," said Tolar. "I think in 
general, helping agencies are not 
trusted all that much. 
"Students have a tendency to 
say 'that's where the nuts go' 
and 'what will they think of me 
if they see me walk in. ' he said. 
"It's the negative connotations 
that helping agencies carry." 
The Counseling Center is 
located in room 1 of Ellendale 
Hall and the phone number is 
2241- 
Placement office 
suggests students 
to start applying 
By Mark Campbell 
Featurea editor 
Ten million people are out of work 
in this country - s figum so massive 
one might find it difficult to 
imagine. 
Due to unemployment and the 
economic trends of the country, get- 
ting s job without following the 
right avenue can be similar to find- 
ing the proverbial needle in a 
haystack. 
Without the benefit of counseling, 
s job search can be a long, lonely 
and many times unsuccessful pro- 
cess. The division of Career 
Development & Placement is 
available to help each student pre- 
vent this. 
The trend in the last couple of 
years for campus recruiting has 
been on a downward slide and it 
may not get any better. 
"Our number of recruiters at the 
university last fall was down 19 per- 
cent and we fought hard to keep it 
at that," said Art Harvey, assistant 
director of CD&P. "AI indications 
are that we will have a great deal of 
competition for this class. 
"Those students who sre going to 
get the jobs that they really want 
are really going to have to sharpen 
their job search skills." 
The preparation for those skills 
should begin when s student is a 
freshman and continue until he 
receives a position. A student can 
plan his curriculum in a way that 
will allow him to work on improving 
his weaknesses. 
"Students should take advantage 
of all opportunities to make 
themselves a good candidate." said 
Harvey."If you recognize a 
weakness you should seek out s way 
to become better in that area." 
Students need to be able to com- 
municate well in order to have a 
chance of obtaining the job of their 
choice, said Harvey. Public speak- 
ing, written communication and ex- 
perience on computer terminals sre 
all important qualifications for 
meeting the demands of today's job 
market. 
In an attempt to instruct 
students on the proper ways to 
organize a job search and all of the 
facets involved with that task. 
CD&P will hold several job 
seminars during the spring semester 
dealing with different aspects of the 
process. 
State/and Dairy Farm to undergo modernization 
By Lee Aaa Webb 
Staff writer 
The university has now taken the 
first step of a three-year program to 
upgrade the Stateland Dairy Farm 
located across the bypass from 
Hanger Field. 
A committee to review the 
university's farms and their opera- 
tions wss organized. Earl Baldwin, 
vice president of Business Affairs 
and Dwight Berkley, chairman of 
the Agriculture Department were 
chosen as the co-chairman. 
The committee's main concerns 
were to study and determine if the 
farms provide "adequate and cor- 
rect support to ther Department of 
Agriculture and to see that sound 
fanning practices were being used." 
said Baldwn. 
Statslsnd   Dairy   Farm   was 
established in  1960 and has not 
undergone any changes since. 
The university's farms are run on 
a demonstrational theory, this is 
unlike the University of Kentucky's 
research farms, so modernization of 
the facility hass become important. 
Modernization of the facility should 
begin to show results because the 
Faculty Senate has accepted a 
three-year upgrading program. 
The first year of the program will 
provide a new milking parlor and 
the necessary equipment at a cost 
of $80,000. These improvements 
should reduce the amount of labor 
required to operate the dairy, said 
Baldwin. 
The second year of the program 
will provide a better process for the 
dairy to dispose of animal wastes 
and the oder involved, said Baldwin. 
rhose improvements will be made 
at a cost of $68,000. 
The third year of the proposal 
would be the most expensive at a 
coat of tl 16.000. The facility's feed 
handling process and technique for 
record keeping are to be improved 
and additional reductions in labor 
costs are expected as a result of the 
final two changes, said Baldwin. 
Harvey said resumes and inter- 
viewing are two of the more impor- 
tant aspects of the job search 
because one will get you in the 
employers door and the other will 
play a big role in whether you win 
the job over the other applicants. 
Having a good, well - prepared 
resume can be an important factor 
in opening an employer's door. The 
resume should be written so that it 
emphasizes the applicant's good 
qualities and camouflages the bad. 
A job interview is perhaps the 
most important aspect of the pro- 
cess because this is where the appli- 
cant must combine the knowledge 
obtained through the other steps 
and present it to the employer. 
The interview must be done in an 
impressive manner because through 
it. applicant must win the 
employer's approval. 
At CD&P, a student can gain 
practice at being interviewed by 
using the mock interview session. 
A student attending a mock inter- 
view session will sign up for sn in- 
terview time on Tuesday or Thurs- 
day afternoon - about three or four 
can be interviewed a day. Harvey 
said. 
The interview is video-taped and 
is held in the Cammack Building. 
After the interview,the student then 
watches the replay and a member of 
the CD&P staff critiques the 
session. 
"Many people take advantage of 
our mock interviewing program," 
said Harvey. "It can help their con- 
fidence to see themselves on tape." 
Along with taking classes that 
strengthen a student's weakness, 
there are other available means of 
improving one's position in the job 
market. 
Students can attain work related 
experience during the summer 
months in the form of coop educa- 
tion, work related experience and 
volunteer work. This experience 
looks good on a resume. 
A student who works a job related 
to his major or area of interest can 
learn if that area is suited to him. 
"You may find out that you don't 
want to work, but that is a valuable 
lesson," said Harvey. 
He said some students are con- 
cerned with whether their grade 
point average is high enough that 
they won't have difficulty in finding 
employment 
"The grades are important," said 
Harvey. "You've got to make good 
grades, but what they are mainly in- 
terested in is that you have shown 
a progression. They look in par- 
ticular at the last couple of years." 
"Some companies are going to 
look for the very best students, but 
there are companies that will be 
frightened and concerned about a 
very good student who has no other 
activities - only school." said 
Harvey. 
The motto of CD&P is "Services 
that matter from people who care. 
The CD&P office is located in room 
* 319 of the Jones Building and the 
number to call is 2766 
Librarian   Nancy Miller recalls past 
By Shanda PnlMaaa 
and Bath Wttsen 
Nancy Miller said she didn't 
anything about library work whan 
in 1946, university President W.F. 
O'Donnell asked her to temporari- 
ly take over Modal Lib School's 
Children's Library, which was then 
a part of the university library. 
She had a toaster's degree in 
English but no degree in library 
science. Sitting on the couch In the 
living room of her Richmond home, 
the 80-year-old Mrs. Miler recalled 
the day ODonneU approached her 
with the request. 
"I told him I didn't know anything 
about library work. I said. 'AD I 
Imbw to do with children is to love 
And what was the reply?" He told 
ma that was why he asked me to 
take the job." remembered Mrs. 
Miner, who had been teaching 
English at the university since 1930 
before assuming the library 
position. 
Initially, she was only supposed 
to help .out until the regular 
librarian returned, but the position 
endad up vacant and Mrs. Miller 
agreed to permanently fill it. 
'1 wanted to make the library an 
interesting place," aha said. "I 
wanted the students to enjoy to 
come. Service is the key word for a 
library." 
And library service Mrs. Miller 
provided - for 27 years, not only to 
Modal students but also to univer- 
sity ttndmti 
la I960. Modal relocated to the 
Donovan Building. Along with it 
want   the   Chiidaen's   Library 
resources. And along with that went 
Nancy Millar's title. 
In fact, she remembers that after 
thabooks and materials ware moved 
out, there was nothing left in the 
room but one blank sheet of paper. 
But it certainly didn't end there 
for Nancy Miller. She knew there 
waa a demand for children's 
literature on the college level as well 
So she did nothing but pick up the 
sheet of paper, plop down on the 
floor in the middle of the deserted 
room and draw out a plan to satisfy 
that demand 
This rough outline was to become 
the library's I .earning Resources 
Center, which Mrs. Miler headed 
until her retirement in 1973. 
"Students I had had in education 
classes would come to the Children's 
Library for books." said Mrs. Miller. 
"They were the only books they hsd 
for children's literature. They need- 
ed these materials when they went 
out to student teach." 
She. with the help of faculty 
members, mainly those in the 
department of education, laid the 
groundwork for today's I .naming 
Resources Canter, which is filled 
with children's literature hooka, 
audio visuals, curriculum guides 
and other class plannkig aides for 
every subject. 
Mrs. Muter credits the education 
department faculty, president 
emeritus Robert Martin and Dick 
Allen, the head librarian at the time. 
for helping her organize the center. 
"You cant do anything in this 
world by yourself." she said. "It 
takes everybody." 
But itaaas she who conceived the 
idea in that empty library room with 
one sheet of paper and a pencil near- 
ly 22 years ago. 
"If it wasn't for Nancy Miller, the 
Learning Reaources Center 
wouldn't have been established," 
said Marilee G aboard, who has been 
the librarian of the center since Mrs. 
Miller's retirement. "Her person- 
ality drew people in." 
That personality, highlighted by 
her concern far others and her warm 
congeniality made Nancy Miller 
someone special to those who 
worked with her during her 42 years 
st Eastern. 
"I would call her a person who 
cared more about students than 
almost anyone else I ever knew," 
said Dr. Jos Howard, a retired pro- 
fessor   of  elementary   education. 
"She wss always very interested 
in students as persons and in wan- 
ting to help students grow," said 
Dr. Robert Griee, professor of ad- 
ministrative counseling and educa- 
tional studies. "We kinds miss her 
from time to time." 
For a woman who was raised hear- 
ing her father constantly say, 
"Speak to everyone you know; if 
you don't know them, you should,' 
Nancy Miller fit perfectly into the 
personal small campus atmosphere 
prevalent at Eastern 60 years ago. 
Mrs. Millar said meet of the 
students came from small towns, 
and Richmond, with a population 
then of around 8,000 people, "suited 
them." And it suited her too. "I'm 
not city-minded." said Mrs. Miller, 
who grew up far from the city. 
She  and  her  slater  and  two 
brothers were raised by a woman 
she calls "Black Mammy" in 
Thompson Station, Term., a small 
community 20 miles south of 
Nashville. "My mother was an in- 
valid so she didn't take as much in- 
terest in us at that time as most 
mothers did," recounted Mrs. 
Miller. 
"But Black Mammy did - oh, she 
was wonderful. I loved her. She took 
care of us and took us to parties. We 
had a pony buggy and she took us 
wherever we went in it. She was just 
remarkable." 
Mrs. Miller came to Eastern as a 
part-time English teacher in 1930 
with both a bachelor's and a 
master's degree in English from 
Peabody College. 
Shortly after she came, she met 
Lester Miller, then s University of 
Kentucky agriculture extension 
agent, and they were married the 
following year in Nashville. The 
Millers have one son, Stanley, an op- 
thamologjat in Oklahoma, and two 
grandchildren. 
Mrs. Miller's husband, Lester, 
who taught agriculture at Eastern 
for five years, is seven years older 
than she, though they both look 
much younger. "Nobody has ever 
told Lester and me than we are old 
so we don't know that we are," she 
laughed. "We have a lot of fun 
together." 
Does Mrs. Miller have a hobby to 
occupy her spare time now that she 
has retired? "People are my hobby 
I guess. People are so much more in- 
teresting than things. I enjoy 
individuals." 
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Group offers social 
outlet for athletes 
rganization 
By Belinda Ward 
Organizations editor 
Promoting the betterment oi 
athletic conditions and bringing 
about good relationships between 
students, faculty and sports 
organizations are the main purposes 
of the Varsity E Club as stated in 
the group's constitution. 
Honorary 
accents 
friendship 
By Belinda Ward 
Organizations editor 
Unlike most organizations who 
display Greek letters Lambda 
Sigma is not a sorority or fraternity. 
Lambda Sigma is a sophomore 
honor society. 
"Basically, we (Lambda Sigma) 
try to foster scholarship, leadership, 
fellowship and service," said presi- 
dent Elizabeth Cummins. 
According to Cummins, second 
semester freshmen who have a 3.3 
GPA are invited by Lambda Sigma 
to get acquainted parties in the 
spring. 
The fee for membership for Lamb- 
da Sigma is $40 and are paid when 
a student joins. 
Membership in Lambda Sigma is 
for one year with students becom- 
ing alumni when they receive a 
junior classification standing. 
Currently, the group has approx- 
imately 37 members. 
A   new   service  project  of   the 
organization is a campus tours pro- 
I gram for high school seniors, said 
Cummins. This project, which will 
begin this spring, will be done in 
conjunction with the university's 
admissions office. 
"Eastern doesn't have any type of 
organized campus tours," remarked 
Cummins, a sophomore math major 
from Somerset. 
"Basically, we'll just take them 
around to the administration and 
academic buildings and the dorms," 
she continued. 
, According to Cummins, the ad- 
missions office will send letters 
about the campus tours to high 
schools and/or seniors interested in 
attending the university. 
These tours will be offered on 
Mondays through Fridays at 10:30 
a.m. and 2:30 p.m. 
"This is a good service because we 
get to show the best of Eastern and 
tell everyone exactly what Lambda 
Sigma is." said Cummins. 
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The E Club is a university letter- 
man's organization for males or 
females who letter in any varsity in- 
tercolligiate sport. 
"The coaches set up lettering 
criteria within their sport areas." 
said president Jim Scott. 
"In swimming individuals must 
score points in dual meets. Which is 
a regular season meet involving on- 
ly the university and another 
university, during regular seasons 
and at championships. It also helps 
if someone sets a record" remark- 
ed Scott, who holds his letter in 
swimming. 
According to Scott, the E Club 
selects its members by contacting 
the coaches to find out who has let- 
tered in the various university 
sports. 
Afterwards, a letter of con- 
gratulations and an invitation to 
join the E Ckib is sent to those who 
have lettered, said Scott, a senior 
general business major from Brent- 
wood. Tenn. 
Nevertheless, membership is not 
required if someone holds a letter in 
a varsity sport. 
Activities of the E Club include 
ushering at home basketball and 
football games, he continued. 
Campus 
Clips 
In addition, the organization also 
sells candy in order to raise money 
for the gold or silver E rings that are 
presented to graduating seniors, 
said Scott. 
These E rings are very important. 
After graduation anyone wearing an 
K ring can get into all the home foot- 
ball and basketball games free, said 
Scott. 
Currently, the E Club has approx- 
imately 20 members. Of this 
number, about five or six are 
women. 
According to Scott, this is the 
first year that women's sports 
haves been included in the selection 
of E Club members. 
There reajy is not any particular 
reason why women were not includ- 
ed in he group earlier, said Scott. 
Because athletes have such vary- 
ing workout schedules Scott said 
that meeting schedules are hard to 
arrange. 
Currently, the organization meets 
every Wednesday at 9 p.m. in one 
of the Alumni Coliseum classrooms. 
Club dues are SI per year. 
Decisions, decisions 
A variety of felirieeaee|nse«e^lan»ele^^ 
as she ponders the variety of colom. Interior design is just one of the many specialization Heidi la a home 
economics major. . 
Home Ec. Club formed by mixture 
of various field specializations 
By BeUnda Ward 
Organizatiaaa editor 
A mixture of majors is how Diana 
Sissel. president of the Home 
Economics Club, described her 
organisation 
"We're (Home Economics Club) 
open to all those majoring or minor - 
ing in home economics related 
fields." she said. 
For instance, the Home 
Economics Club includes such ma- 
jors and/or minors as those in 
fashion merchandising, child 
development or interior design. 
These are just a few of the various 
home economics related fields. 
"Mainly, we (Home Economics 
Club) work to do things to help 
ourselves in our future professions," 
remarked Saeal, a senior home 
economics major from Falmouth. 
According to Sissel. the organiza- 
tion features speakers at some of 
their monthly meetings who can 
relate their career experiences to the 
group in order to prepare club 
members for their future 
professions. 
An additional way that the Home 
Economics Club strives to prepare 
members for their future careers is 
through IU affiliation with the 
American Home Economics 
Association, a professional home 
economics organization, she said. 
"Some of uS are students 
members to this," said Sissel, who 
is a member of this organization. 
According to Sissel. there is a stu- 
dent fee of SI5 for membership in 
the American Home Economics 
Association. 
This fee increases after gradua- 
tion when individuals enter their 
professional careers, she continued- 
Another way that the organiza- 
tion prepares members for their 
future careers is through the atten- 
dance of the group's members at 
workshops, such ss the one that was 
held last semester at Murray State 
University, she said. 
According to Sissel, these 
workshops are conducted by the 
student section of the American 
Home Economics Association. 
"These workshops feature things 
that pertain to us. They show us 
what we can do with our profession 
to help people." she commented 
For instance, the fall workshop at 
Murray pertained to the area of 
children and their development, said 
Sissel. In addition, a child's fashion 
{ihow was conducted during the 
uncheon. 
Other activities of the Home 
Economics Club include their par- 
ticipation in the Bizarre Bazaar in 
December and the printing of t- 
shirta with some type of home 
economics logo on it. said Sissel. 
The Home Economics Club meets 
in the Family Living Canter in the 
Burrier Building. Because the 
meeting schedule changes every 
semester anyone interested in the 
group should watch the /•'Wand 
Progrttt for announcements. 
Dues are S3 per semester. 
Memorial Service 
At 3 p.m. Sunday. Jan. 16 in the 
Meditation Chapel the Phi Beta 
Sigma Sweethearts wil hold a Mar- 
tin Luther King. Jr. Memorial Ser- 
vice in honor of has birthday. 
Everyone is invited to attend 
Philosophy Forum 
The Philosophy Club will present 
a forum at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday. 
Jan. 26 in the Adams Room of the 
Wallace Bustling. The topic will be 
"Greek Conceptions of Virture" by 
Dr. Thomas Olshewskey. associate 
professor of philosophy at the 
University of Kentucky. Everyone 
is invited to attend. 
Olshewskey will meet with in- 
terested students on this same day 
at 4 p.m. in Wallace 202 to discuss 
graduate study in philosophy at the 
University of Kentucky. 
Bridal Show 
The Women's Interdormitory 
Board will present a spring bridal. 
show on at 8 p.m. on Tuesday. Jan. 
25 in Brock Auditorium Tickets are 
f 1.50 and can be purchased in either 
Coatee 212 or at the door. All pro- 
ceeds will goto the Women's Inter- 
dorm Scholarship Fund.        * ; 
Racquetball Club 
The Racquetball Club will meet at 
7 p.m. on Wednesday, Jan. It in 
Begley 136. All interested persons 
are invited to attend. 
ISC 
The International Students Club 
(ISC) will sponsor s dscusaioo on 
the Cameroon, West Africa by 
Michael Agbor at 8 p.m. on Friday, 
Jan. 14 at Dr. Kokemot's home (244 
The American Marketing 
Association (AMA) will meet at 4 
p.m. Wednesday. Jan. 19 in the 
Herndon Lounge of the Powell 
Building. Kurt Zimmerman from 
Career Development and Placement 
will be the guest speaker. For more 
information contact Tommy Cooper 
at 6244)673. 
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Greek Ufa 
=Fraternity provides 
help for local citizens 
By Ray Mas... 
. Gaest writer .* 
The Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity is 
one of the university's Greek 
organisations which strives to help 
the needy, according to president 
Tyrone Redden. 
Redden said the members of Kap- 
pa Alpha PM fraternity were busy 
last semester helping the residents 
of Richmond particularly the senior 
dtiiens. 
One of the fraternity's service pro- 
jects was a canned food dance in 
Dupree Hail. Everyone was en- 
couraged to bring a can of food aa 
an admission fee. Those who did not 
bring canned goods were charged a 
quarter to get in. 
"The dance was s success. We col- 
lected well over s hundred cans of 
food and over f 10 in cash" Redden 
said "The cans were taken to the 
Telford Community Center to be 
distributed around Thanksgiving to 
citizens in Richmond. The money 
was also donated to the same 
cause.". 
■ Another one of the fraternity's 
- service projects was raking leaves 
.  for the Richmond community dur- 
ing the week of Nov. 7-13. 
According  to   the   fraternity's 
Guide Right Chairman. Clarence 
Haskett, "The project didn't give us 
the response we would have liked for 
i—it to. If we had jumped on the idea 
- earlier maybe we would have gotten 
'."a greater response." 
"Usually we went out in groups 
v
 of four or five and raked the yards 
of those who had responded to the 
leaflets we put in the mailboxes of 
the  houses  close  to  campus." 
Haskett continued. 
The fraternity charged for the 
\'. labor depending on the size of the 
yard, but senior citizens got their 
yards raked free of charge. 
"The largest response came from 
senior citizens." Haskett said. "As 
far as making money, the project 
' wasn't that successful but as far as 
helping the elderly, the project was 
■ -vary successful." 
"One lady called and said she 
'-'didn't need leaves raked, but she 
was  moving from  one house  to 
another and nssded some help mov- 
ing s stove and a washer. The frater- 
f nity was glad to help her." Haskett 
added. 
'.'."' According to secretary Billy 
Finkston, Guide Right is the na- 
tional organization which governs 
the service projects that the frater- 
nity does for the community. 
The fraternity has done s number 
of Guide Right projects this 
-=eemester, said Haskett. 
— For example, they visited the 
ffjKawwBod House Nursing Home and 
■J*—"g hymns to the residents, they 
r-collected money for the United 
Cway. they donated moqev to the 
First Baptist Church to help pay for 
an organ the church is purchasing 
and they participated in the Delta 
Zeta Frat Man's Classic. 
The fraternity slso returned to the 
nursing home to give presents to 
some of the residents and sing 
Christmas carols with them. 
Haskett said the fraternity slso 
plans to shovel snow for the elderly 
when the winter weather arrives.. 
' In 1920 three men who belonged 
to a club, which was known ss the 
Hustlers, at the university began 
traveling to Morehead State Univer- 
sity as they pledged Kappa Alpha 
Psi. This marked the beginning of 
the fraternity at the university. 
At first the fraternity-was known 
as the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. 
On April U. 1973 the fraternity was 
granted its charter and began 
known ss the ETA Alpha chapter of 
Kappa Alpha Psi. 
A woody idea 
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Intramural 
Update 
Anyone interested in Intramural 
sports for the spring semester 
should go by Begley 202 and fill out 
the proper forms. Final sign up dsys 
are as follows 
Basketball and free throw Jsn. 12 
Weightlifting Jsn. 12 
Faculty basketball 13 On 3)Jan. 19 
Table tennis Jan. 26 
Racquetball doubles Feb. 2 
Co-rec racquetball Feb. 9 
Co-recc basketball Feb. 16 
Softball Mar. 9 
Wrestling weigh-ins Mar. 23 
Co-rec softball Mar. 23 
Tennis doubles Mar. 23 
Greek life brings diversity and individualism to EKU 
'ByBaltadaWaH .     At   the  beginning  of  everv On the other h„d. Greek frater-     gSTTift**1 32£«!"!2     E£*!2i^J* *■?*!« By BelfaNlB Ward 
Organisetloaa editor 
The first aemeeter of collage for 
most freshman is simply a time of 
adjustment. 
Even though a great number of 
freshmen decided to become instant- 
ly involved with campus life by 
rushing and pledging a Greek sorori- 
ty or fraternity last semester many 
chose to wait for until spring rush 
for various personal reasons such as 
wanting to adjust to college life. 
Greek life has been a tradition at 
the university since Oct. 26, 1968. 
when Alpha Gamma Delta sorority 
signed its charter. In December of 
that same year Kappa Delta sorori- 
ty also signed s charter. 
The first fraternities to be 
established on campus were Kapps 
Alpha and Pi Kappa Alpha who 
both signed charters on Feb. 14, 
1969. Tsu Kappa Epsilon signed its 
chsrter the following day. 
Although sororities and frater- 
nities are similar due to their com- 
mon goals of providing brotherhood 
and sisterhood, each is unique in its 
own way because of the various pro- 
jects each undertakes. 
In addition to brotherhood and 
sisterhood scholarship, leadership 
and service projects are also essen- 
tial goals of Greek organizations . 
However, achieving all of these 
goals is not s simple task. It is, in 
. fact, a period of growth, which 
begins during what is known as 
rush, that eventually leads to these 
achievements. 
y
semester Greek sororities snd 
fraternities hold what is known as 
rush in order to recruit new 
members. 
According to Greek advisor Nan- 
cy Holt, this semester sign up for 
sorority rush will be held Jan. 17-21, 
in   the   Powell   Building.   Actual 
sorority rush will begin Jan. 24-27. 
Also, fraternity rush will be held 
Jan. 17-28. said Holt. 
Basically, rush is simply the infor- 
mal or formal processes by which a 
sorority or fraternity selects their 
memberships. 
For instance, sororities normally 
conduct a strictly scheduled formal 
rush in the fall in which rushees at- 
tend all the parties of the seven 
predominately white sororities. 
However, during spring sorority 
rush the schedule is much more 
informal. 
Rushing a sorority in the spring 
is up to the individual. Instead of 
following the strict party schedule 
which is set up by Psnhellenic, the 
council   which   governs   Greek 
sororities, girls simply attend the 
parties of only the sororities in 
which they are interested. 
 t and, f t - 
nities and the three sororities, which 
are predominately black, conduct in- 
formal rushes during both the fall 
and spring semesters. 
According to Holt, frsternities 
conduct informational, informal 
get togethera, for approximately 
two weeks following sorority rush 
The schedule for this informal rush 
is set up the Interfratemity Coun- 
cil, the governing body of the 
fraternities. 
If an individual decides to join a 
sorority or fraternity he or she will 
usually spend one semester in s 
pledge period. 
During this pledge period, in- 
dividuals must maintain an accep- 
table grade point average (GPA). 
According to the Sorority Rush 
Guide even though the university 
requires a minimum GPA of 2.0 for 
initiation some Greek organizations 
may require a slightly higher GPA. 
According toA Guide to Fraterni- 
ty Life at EKUbecause the main- 
tainance of GPAs is essential to 
most Greek organizations several 
have study sessions snd maintain 
teat   files.   In   addition,   members 
often assist each other by offering 
advice and course instruction. 
According to theSorority Rush 
include a pledge fee. which is paid 
once, of $20-40; monthly pledge 
dues of $15-20 during the pledge 
period; an siitiation fee. which is 
paid once, of $60-145; yearly na- 
tional dues of SI0-20 and-monthly 
active dues of $15-25. which begin 
sfter initiation stated the Rush 
Guide. 
All sororities and fraternities par- 
ticipate in certain service projects. 
In addition, most of the Greek 
organizations have philanthropies 
which are designated by their na- 
tional affiliates, said Holt. 
For example, Phi Mu sorority's 
philanthropy is Project Hope. This 
project involves ships that carry 
food and medical supplies to needy 
areas in the Atlantic. 
However, if a philanthropy is not 
designated by the national body 
Greek organizations may adopt a 
local project, said Holt. 
Other projects include such ac- 
tivities as raking leaves, canned 
food drives and telethons. 
Providing social activities for 
members is slso another function of 
the Greek organizations at the 
university. 
According to A Guide to Frater- 
nity Life at EKU, mixers, theme 
 1 recep- 
tions provide members with the op- 
portunity to meet others. 
Another way Greek sororities and 
fraternities provide members with 
the-chance to meet others is through 
the participation in athletic events. 
For instance, all chapters compete 
in some, if not all. aspects of in- 
tramural events, stated A Guide to 
Fraternity Life at EKU. 
Currently, there are 11 Greek 
sororities and 16 Greek fraternities 
at the university. 
The sororities sre as follows: 
Alpha Delta Pi. Alpha Gamma 
Delta. Alpha Kappa Alpha. Chi 
Omega, Delta Sigma Theta. Delta 
Zeta. Kappa Alpha Theta. Kappa 
Delta. Phi Mu. Pi Beta Phi and Zeta 
Phi Beta. 
The fraternities are as follows: 
Beta Theta Pi. Delta Upsilon. Kap- 
pa Alpha. Kappa Alpha Psi, Lamb- 
da Chi Alpha. Omega Psi Phi. Phi 
Beta Sigma. Phi Delta Theta. Phi 
Kappa Tau. Pi Kappa Alpha. Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon. Sigma Chi, Sigma 
Nu. Sigma Pi. Tau Kappa Epsilon 
and Theta Chi. 
Anyone interested in any of the 
Greek organizations should watch 
for announcements that will be 
posted throughout the university of 
rush parties. 
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Young 
enters 
modern 
world 
By Todd Kieffman 
Arts editor 
Somewhere out upon the great 
plain, in the land where the buffalo 
roam and the eagle soars, there is a 
lonely teepee cast black against the 
setting sun. 
Inside, wrapped in a ragged bear- 
skin and smoking a long-stemmed 
peace   pipe,   sits   ■ 
the timeless old   ReVIBW 
rock n roll Indian, i 
Neil Young, last of the living relics 
from the great 1969 American 
counter-culture dream. 
Outside, in the modem world, cold 
heartless computers have invaded 
the land, treading on sacred ground, 
killing the great spirit with 
microchips containing inhuman 
perfection. 
Back on the range, the proud war- 
rior rises, his black eyes glowering 
from beneath the fresh streaks of 
war paint. Even though he knows 
the battle is futile, he will not go 
down without a fight. 
Puffing grey smoke rings signal 
for the powwow and the army 
assembles in the night. Armed with 
modern weaponry stolen from 
modern pioneers. Neil Young grabs 
his battleaxe and sounds his 
tremendous war whoop-Trans 
Upon first listen. Trans seems like 
a bad joke. How could Neil Young 
sound like Kraftwerk and why 
would he want to? 
But afto' the shock of the new 
wears off. Trans stands as classic, 
if somewhat unorthodox Neil 
Young. 
The album opens with "A Crazy 
Little Thing Called Love", a song 
that sounds as if it might have been 
left over from Young's mid- 
seventy's endeavors. It's the initial 
choice for radio play, safe and 
benign. 
Then something totally unex- 
pected happens - Young plugs in 
computers. The four remaining 
songs on side one are so drastically 
different from*anything Young has 
previously created that even 
Crosby. Stills and Nash wouldn't 
believe it's Young. 
On two of the songs. "Computer 
Age" and "Transformer Man." 
Young's quavering falsetto duets 
Tha Gallary 
Arts 
awareness 
transformed 
Todd KlaffiMii 
with a computer voiceover, while 
the guitars of Young and Nils 
Lofgren float smoothly across the 
strange sea of synthesizer tracks. 
This compusynthesis transfroms 
Young' - already thin voice into 
disturbingly stark and void pleas 
from within the machine. The effect 
is wholly unnatural and paints, in 
metal tones, an eerie portrait of 
computer futurama.' 
"We R in Control" is danceble 
Neil Young. It's a fast paced collage 
of thumping synths, crashing 
guitars, sirens and more robotized 
vocals. 
"Computer Cowboy" spits out a 
yarn about a range rider in the year 
2000, whose 'cows all have numbers 
and eat all in a line'. It comes com- 
Aurora deadline Saturday 
Time is quickly running out for 
students wishing to submit 
manuscripts to Aurora, Eastern's 
bi-annual, student literary 
magazine. 
Aurora will be accepting 
manuscripts only until Saturday, 
Jan. 15. Any student written poem, 
short story, one-act play or creative 
essay is eligible for consideration. 
All manuscripts should be typed, 
double-spaced, with name and ad- 
dress on a separate sheet. 
Works may be submitted to either 
Aurora, Box 27, EKU or Dr. 
William Sutton, room 133 in the 
Wallace Building. 
plete with electronic cowboy yodel- 
ing and yee hah's. 
Side two starts out with "Hold on 
to Your Love",  an old-fashioned 
reminder to stay in touch with nice 
skipping guitars and not a trace of 
technology. 
It is folowed by Trans' most 
powerful computer cut. "Sample 
and Hold" is biting parody com- 
puter dating run amok, in which the 
lonely caller begs' I need a unit to 
sample and hold' and is told 'please 
specify, color of hair and eyes, we 
know you'll be satisfied, when you 
energize, and see your unit come 
blive'. 
After a driving, revamped version 
of Young's 1966 classic, "Mr. Soul". 
Trant closes with an impassioned 
slice of sensitivity that brilliantly 
anderscores all that has come before 
"Like an Inca" harks back to the 
emotions evoked by "Cortez the 
KfUer". with the flames rekindled by 
the.nuclear threat. 
Young's voice, laden with remorse 
and bitter desperation, articulates a 
poignant tale of mutual assured 
destruction that is pure Neil Young 
poetry... 
Said  the condor  to  the  preying 
mantis 
We're gonna lose this place just like 
we lost Atlantis 
Brother we gotta go sooner than we 
know 
A   gypsy   told   my   fortune   but 
nothing showed... 
In the grasp of one with less car- 
ing hands, an idea like Trans would 
turn into an excercise in cold com- 
mercialization. But Young 
possesses such a wealth of human 
resources that he, can mingle with 
technology and come up untainted. 
Neil Young makes Trans work by 
feeding heartspun feeling and emo- 
tions into the machine and then 
smiling when it sputters back. Does 
not compute-Does not compdte- 
Does not compute... 
Somewhere amid the bubbles and 
promiese of New Year's Eve, when 
proposed changes spouted forth 
from knrnscked bottles like so 
many fishes not likely to be caught. 
I found myself reflects)*- the past 
rather than gazing toward the 
future. 
1 considered how already my life 
and attitudes were beginning to 
change. 
The chanaBs were not neccessarily 
the products of faithfully kept 
resoioutions or earth shattering 
experiences, but part of the 
metamorphasis that occurs as 
wreckless youth begins to 
noticeably fade toward grey. 
I thought about my sixth grade 
art class and how much I despised 
it, even though it met only twice a 
month. My Botched soap carvings, 
messy color wheels and lopsided 
papier mache creations had me fail- 
ing that class, but I didn't care. 
How important could art be to k 
future football star anyway? 
I still have trouble drawing a stick 
man with a ruler, but though my ap- 
titude for art hasn't changed, my at- 
titude has. 
I am still far from understanding 
the aesthetic and intellectual forces 
that makes art so compelling and 
important, but I am beginning to 
appreciate it on my own level. 
Now I can happily spend time in 
galleries or admiring architecture, 
moved to new thoughts and feelings 
by the silent power art commands. 
It waa not too long ago that the 
only music to my ears wss loud, 
hard and fast. TbereVere no pretty 
things in my record collection, only 
crushing guitars and brutalizing 
drums fronted by stark, raving 
voices and harsh lyrics. 
Sure, I still love rock-n-roU and 
the power and youthful longings it 
espouses, but I'm beginning to 
cultivate a taste for horns and 
strings and rich voices. 
Strange seemed the day that I 
realized I secretly envied people who 
played the piano or that a heavyset, 
black gospel singer was capable of 
swelling tears in my eyes with her 
magnificeint vocal range.' 
And then there was something 
that happened just last semester. I 
passed up the chance to see Clint 
Eastwood act tough and kill people, 
choosing instead to take in Alt My 
Sons, the campus theater 
production 
I was amazed at how much more 
moving and vital a live performance 
could be than one viewed on a cold 
flat screen. I walked out of that 
theater feeling I had made a new 
discovery. 
Other things had changed too. I 
found myself wishing I had 
something in my wardrobe I could 
honestly call trousers. I bought my 
first bottle of colonge. And I notic- 
ed myself reading the comics only 
when I got to them, instead of first. 
After the Utial culture shock sub- 
sided, I realised that there was a 
bigger and better world out thereto 
see and that college was s great 
place to start looking. 
So, it sssmsrl I was slowly, steadi- 
ly growing up and that maybe I 
wasn't going to be so awfully dissa- 
pointed afteralL 
There is an abundance of art 
wealth available at a university, 
most of it at little or no charge. It 
makes no difference if your major is 
nursing, computer science or police 
«dmini«tr«tjrm-the arts emnphment 
and enrich any and every feild. 
The arts not only capture the 
human experience with unparallel- 
ed accurracy and compassion and in 
a universal language, but also create 
new worlds of understanding 
through keener perception and in- 
sight into the things going on 
around us. 
And as computerized technology 
becomes more and more dominant 
in our society, the arts become in- 
creasingly more important in 
sheltering from the coldness of the 
modern world and keeping us in 
touch with human qualities. 
It snot hard to learn to appreciate 
the' arts. With just minimal in- 
dividual effort and interest, they 
will flourish on their own accord. 
The arts are a nocceaaasry and 
worthwhile part of becoming 
educated.   And 'growing   Up. 
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Whit 
By Todd K lef f man 
Art. editor 
Some of tha piacea on exhibit w,ll 
come fresh out of the perking crate, 
having just arrived from an ex- 
tended stay in New York. Others 
Will feature some of nature's own 
artwork, taken form a rural Ken 
tucky farm. 
The sculpture and photography 
exhibit, which opens Jan. 17 and 
runs through Feb. 4 at the Giles 
Gallery, wil showcase the craft- 
smanship and ideas of two of the 
university's fine artists'instructori, 
Dennis Wbitkopf snd Carroll Hale. 
Each of the artists will present 
seven pieces of sculpture along with 
a dosen photographs, none of which 
have been shown on campus before. 
Whitkopf s sculpture, consisting 
mainly of finely crafted limestone, 
marble and steel, recently returned 
from a five year tour of New York 
galleries. 
The images Whitkopf will exhibit 
create illusions of sorts. Solid slabs 
of limestone are preckely cut and 
molded to give the impression that 
they are compressing under the 
weight of heavier objects resting on 
top of them. 
"Part of it is dealing with image 
in terms of illusion." explained 
Whitkopf. "Another underlyilng 
theme, in a visual sense, is a kind of 
interplay between the sensual and 
the brutal." 
Whitkopf ahapss his large 
sculptures with hsnd-held, 
pnuematic hammers snd chisels, 
sometimes working the surface to s 
glassy smoothness, sometimes 
creating a rougher texture. 
In terms of medium of expression 
used. Hales sculptures seem more 
bizarre. Hie structures revolve 
around a strange infatuation with 
geodes, the spherical, crystaline 
centered rock commonly found in 
the Bluegrasa. 
"Since my childhood, I've been 
fascinated with geodes, "explained 
Hale. "They are such mysterious 
rocks, each one with its own 
personality." 
But, paradoxically enough, I hate 
to crack them open because they 
lose the mystery." 
Hale mounts his geodes in vary- 
ing  environments,   usually   steel. 
and Hale present exhibits 
Carroll Hale 
brass or aluminum, and binds them 
with strips of rusted metal The 
peculiarity of the sculptures, with 
the geodea.placed in settings foriegn 
to the commonplace, create striking 
and original works of art. 
Though   some  of   his   students 
sometime tease him about his rocks 
in bondage'. Hale insists there is 
nothing symbolic intended. 
"There are no hidden meanings, 
no Freudian implications, nothing 
to do with SAM. It's just my sense 
of wonder when I look at geodes. 
putting thsm in different 
atmospheres." 
Ironically, Hale was trained as a 
stone carver while Whitkopf initial- 
ly began working in welding and 
forging metals. 
Photo by a— Wertman 
Dennis Whitkopf 
Both men were marked as artists 
Dance Theater sets auditions 
The Eastern Dance Theater will 
begin holding auditions next week 
for its spring concert. 
The conceit, entitled Graffiti, will 
feature pieces recorded in Labanota 
tion, a system of dance shorthand 
devised by the late Germsn 
choreographer. Rudolph l.aban 
It will be the first tune that 
Eastern Dance Theater has 
presented works from a notated 
score. Featured peices will include 
"Holiday in Israel" and "Awobici 
Pat de Duex. "The presentation will 
also include works choreographed 
by students and faculty. 
The concert will be under the 
direction ef Bonnie Humphrey- 
Eppes, artist-in-residence and 
Virginia Jktks, associate professor 
of physical education. 
Auditions for choreographers will 
be held Tuesday. Jan. 18. at 7:30 
p.m. in the Weaver dance studio. 
Auditions for dancers will be held 
Thursday, Jan. 20. and Tuesday, 
Jan. 25 at 7:30 p.m. in the Weaver 
dance studio. 
at an early age, both starting when 
they were old enough to open the 
glue with which they built model 
airplanes. 
The soon-to-be 40 Whitkopf grew 
up in Los Angeles and received his 
Master of Fine Arts degree from 
Penn Stale. After a three year stint 
in an aircraft factory, he landed his 
present job at EKU in 1968. 
Hale, 45. was reared in Lexington 
and did his undergraduate studies 
at UK aftera term in the Air Force. 
He graduated from the Maryland 
Art Institue as a Master of Fine 
Arts and began at Eastern in 1969. 
Though both men are skilled in 
many facets of the arts, both admit 
that it would be extremely difficult 
to support themselves strictly ss 
artists. 
"There are very few art stars in 
the world today, "explained Hale. 
"Art is not a number one priority 
right now. 
"The thing is that art has become 
marketed like everything else these 
days, your selling a product, "added 
Whitkopf. "The days of the artist 
suffering in his garret on the West 
Bank is over." 
Another thing is that there is on- 
ly one art place in this country and 
that's New York." he continued. 
"*t"ve had people from Kentucky 
buy my art it New York. They wont 
buy it in Louisville, but they'll go to 
New York to buy it." 
Since it is not financially feasible 
for them to survive soley on the 
merit of their art, Whitkopf and 
Hale fall back on teaching art. 
"In a way we're very for- 
tunate, "remarked Hale "We are in 
a position as teachers where we dont- 
face a standard, day to day thing. 
You can keep alive intelectually." 
"I know this doesnt sound like 
much of a testimonial to teaching, 
but it sure beats a factory." added 
Whitkopf. 
"We are very different and very 
much alike at the same time." said 
Hale. "We compliment each others 
as teachers in that we provide 
students with a wide variety of 
viewpoints and ideas.' 
And they complement each other 
as artists in much the same way. 
"We are not trying to carry any 
great messages in our art," conclud- 
ed Hale. "We're just working with 
materials, forms and shapes, and try 
ing to come up with an object or im- 
age that pleases us. That is basical- 
ly it." 
Theater students 
nominated for 
'granny' awards 
By Todd Kleff man 
Art» editor 
Not only did Carol Comett and 
Karen McLean receive a pleasant 
surprise upon returning to school 
after the holidays, but the thrill 
was provided by none other than 
Granny of "Beverly Hillbillies"' 
fame. 
No. Irene Ryan, who portrayed 
the fiesty Granny, has not re 
turned from the desd, although 
her indomitable spirit seemed to 
imply that she was capable of 
almost anything. 
- What Ryan did. before she died 
was to establish the Irene Ryan 
Acting Scholarship fund, which 
annually awards cash scholar- 
ships to outstanding actors and 
actresses across the nation. 
Comett and McLean have been 
nominated for the awards for 
their performance in last year's 
campus production of Arthur 
Miller's AU My Son*. 
Comett played the lead role as 
Kate Keller, the aging mother 
burdened with trying to keep the 
troubled family together. 
McLean portrayed Lydia 
Lubry, the dizzyingly innocent, 
cat carrying next door neighbor. 
It was McLean's first performing 
role on the college level. 
"I was really shocked." gush- 
ed McLean. "I had such a little 
role in the play." 
"It's really quite a big deal to 
be nominated for this type of 
award." said Dr. Jay Fields, 
director of AU My Sons. "Only a 
few actors are chosen from the 
whole country." 
To be eligible for the $2500 top 
award, the two must travel to 
Blackaburg, Va.. Jan. 26, to com- 
pete in the 13-state, southeast 
regionals. Then, if their auditions 
are successful enough to be 
selected, they would advance, all 
expenses paid, to the national 
competition held in Washington. 
D.C. in February. 
In order to prepare for the 
auditions, which wil consist of 
two, three minute presentations 
of contrastng nature, the ac- 
tresses have alot to do and little 
time to do it. 
"First you have to select a 
piece toper form and read the en- 
tire play so you can really get to 
know your character," explained 
McLean. "Then there is all that 
l rehearsing   and   memorization. 
not to mention planning and pay. 
ing for all the travel 
arrangements. 
"I'm still trying to figure out 
what it is all about." said Cor 
nett. "I don't know if there is 
enough time to get everything 
together." 
Since the candidates were on- 
ly notified of their nomination 
upon returning to campus, it 
leaves them only two weeks to 
prepare themselves. 
Even after being honored by 
the Ryan Scholarship nomina- 
tion, neither actress entertains 
visions of limosines and 
beachfront property. In fact, 
both are pursueing double ma- 
jors, theater and education. 
"Alot of people think it's com- 
promising the art to have two 
majors, but I think it's smart." 
said McLean. "Alot of actors go 
to New York with dreams of star- 
dom, get a job waiting on tables, 
and audition, audition, audition 
but are never able to get a part." 
Fields agrees: "It's very prac- 
tical thinking. The are 25.000 
members in the Actor's Equity 
Guild and 20.000 are currently 
out of work." 
"And with teaching. You have 
the summers off. so you can pur- 
sue your acting if you want." 
added Comett. , 
Though neither of the women 
think that it is feasible that they 
will pursue professional acting 
careers, both have their teaching 
skills     to     fall     back     on. 
Both plan to remain involved 
with some aspect of theater in 
the future and enjoy watching 
others perform the trade, though 
they might watch with a more 
carefully trained eye. 
MH.iNin a 22-year-old senior 
from Crawfordsville Ind.. starts 
student-teaching English on the 
junior high level this semester. 
A 21-year-old junior from 
Daisy. Ky . Cornett plans to 
graduate with an education 
degree in speech 
communications. 
Cornett admires the work of 
Meryl Streep. Kathryn Hepburn 
is tops with McLean. 
And. although they didn't 
mention her name, there has to 
be a warm little place in their 
hearts for Irene Ryan. 
. 
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Good's Colonels find life 
on road for victory rocky 
• long one for 
Max Good nd bis basketball team. 
This season, the Colonels got off 
to a fart »Urt before they hit the 
road for six of its next eight games. 
The Colonels opened the stretch 
against the nationally-ranked 
University of Louisville Cardinals 
Dec 8, in FVeedom HaJL 
The star studded Carduials only 
held a 31-24 advantage at the half. 
But after a halftime tongue lashing 
by Coach Danny Cram, the home 
team marts tats of their patented of- 
lamove explosions and blew the con- 
teet open. The sellout crowd of 
16.613 saw the Colonels loee 82-63. 
The Colonels, who shot only 36 
percent from the field, were led by 
Jimmy Stepps 16 points and Ken- 
ny Wilsons 10. 
"We needed to control the tempo; 
however, they controlled it in the se- 
cond half.* said Good "We have 
played a lot of good teams but they 
have a whole stable full of talented 
playera." 
The Colonels returned home with 
an even 2-2 record to face the 
University of Toledo Rockets. 
The Colonels lad 32-29 at the in 
jej mission but saw the scrappy 
Rockets come back to take a 55-52 
derision 
The Colonels got a fne perfor- 
mance from center Jim Chambers. 
The senior scored 16 points and 
hauled in 19 rebounds in a losing 
effort. 
The Rockets were paced by Ken 
Epperson, who had 25 points The 
sophomore tut watd from Louisville 
perfect head-first Billy Reiser battles a Middle Tennessee player for a rebound 
Goodin gets team off to winning start 
By Thomas Barr 
Sports editor 
The women's basketball team 
entered ita six-game holiday stretch 
with a 3-1 record and came out of it 
with a 6-4 mark on the season. 
The team's first atop was in 
spacious Freedom Hal against the 
University of Louisville Lady 
Cardinals. 
The Colonels trailed by only two 
points at the half but were worn 
down by the bigger, more physical 
Cardinals and lost the contest 71-58 
The winners were led by Devita 
Ceaser, with 16. and Rosalind 
Smith, with 18. 
The Colonels were paced by senior 
Tina Wermuth's 14 paints and six 
rebounds. 
An eight-day layoff followed the 
team's second loss of the season. 
The team returned to action with an 
Ohio Valley Conference game versus 
the Racers of Murray State 
University. 
"We were up 10 points at the half 
but let them come back." said Coach 
Dianne Murphy. "We got behind by 
seven points and come back to win 
it." 
The 76-70 victory over the Racers 
upped the Colonels' season mark to 
4-2. 
The Colonels were led by guard 
Lisa Goodin. who had 20 points 
The Colonels couldn't savor the 
victory long because the next night 
the Lady Raiders of Middle Ten- 
nessee State University invaded the 
Alumni Coliseum floor. 
The home-standing Colonels lost 
the exciting overtime contest by a 
score of 7209. 
"We should have won the game," 
said Murphy, referring to several 
clutch free throws that were miss- 
ed late in the game. "But, it waa our 
best overall game of the season." 
The Colonels played the extra 
period without center Shannon 
Brady, reserve forward Margy 
Sbelton and Goodin due to fouls. 
"They have an excellent team and 
were picked to win the conference," 
said Murphy. "But we weren't in- 
timidated st all." 
Goodin again led the Colonels in 
scoring with 27 points. Brady add- 
ed 18 in a losing cause. 
After a holiday break, the team 
traveled south to compete in the 
Dial Classic in Miami 
On New Year's Eve, the Colonels 
loot a close contest to the Oral 
Roberts University Lady Titans, 
81-78. 
Again. Murphy said her team had 
an excellent chance to wkt the game 
if the free throw shooting had been 
a little better. 
"We played hard and looked good 
defensively." said Murphy. "But 
the   free   throw   shooting   let   us 
down." 
In the second game of the tourna- 
ment, the squad faced the Ap- 
palachian State University* Lady 
Appe. 
The first half ssw the underdog 
Lady Appa bold a one point lead at 
the intermission. 
"After the half, we settled down 
and played some excellent basket- 
ball,'' said Murphy, as her team not- 
ched its fifth win in nine decisions 
by a score of 83-66. 
Freshman Loretta Pste. returning 
to her native Florida, came through 
with 12 points and six rebounds in 
a reserve role. 
In the last game of the six game 
stretch, the Colonels visaed Austin 
Peay State University and escaped 
with a 66-64 victory. 
The visitors won the game on a re- 
bound basket by Brady just before 
the final buzzer sounded to win the 
contest 
Goodin led the Colonels in scoring 
with 20 points. She was followed by 
Wermuth's 17 points and Brady's 
16. 
The win raised the Colonels' 
record in the OVC to 2-1 on the 
The Colonels will return home to 
entertain the Lady Eagles of 
Morehead State at 6 p.m. Saturday. 
Jan. 15, They follow that OVC con- 
teat with a non-conference game 
against the University of Dayton at 
7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Jan. IV in 
Alumni Coliseum. 
Csaenal CIpe-AfUr the first 10 
games of the sea eon. Murphy said 
she is pleased with the team's 
performance 
"Since the Duke game (Nov. 26), 
we have improved tremendously," 
said Murphy. "As long as we con- 
tinue to improve. 111 be happy." 
Murphy also said the return of 
guard   Karen   Evans  will   help. 
"Karen will get her playing time 
because of her defensive ability," 
said Murphy. "She did a real good 
job down in Florida." 
Individually, Lisa Goodin loads 
the Ohio Valley Conference in two 
offensive catagotlea. She is the 
leading scorer with a 19.8 average 
and in free throw shooting with a 
mark of 94.3 percent. Goodin also 
ranks third in the net inn in free 
throw accuracy. 
Senior Tina Wermuth is seventh 
in the OVC with a 16.8 scoring 
average. She is fifth in the league in 
rebounding (9.7 per game) and se- 
cond in steab (22 steals on the year) 
Center Shannon Brady is 11th in 
scoring. 10th in rebounding and 
third in free throw percentage. 
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slid* into the Eastern bench while 
going for a looee ball. 
"There is no wsy that lbd(Epper 
eon) could've got that ball." said 
Good. "But that goes to show you 
how mack Toledo hustled out 
there." 
Neat for Good's team was the 
Ohio Vaaey Conference opener 
against preseason favorite Murray 
State. 
The vis. « Racers led 40-32 at 
the half but blew the game wide 
open midway through the second 
half. 
"Murray baa the beet talent since 
the Western Kentucky team that 
wont to the NCAA Final Four (in 
lt7»," said Good. "We really didn't 
play that bad la the first half." 
The Racers ware lad by eenior 
Glen Green, who had 27 points. 
Eastern had a trio of players in 
doable figures. Jimmy Stepp. Billy 
Raiser and Wilson each had 10 
points. 
The next night the vsutors were 
the Blue Raiders of Middle Ten 
neasee. who defeated the Universi- 
ty of Kentucky in the NCAA 
playoffs late year. 
The Colonels rebounded from the 
Murray State lose to Jump to a 
38-22 lead at the end of the first 20 
minutes. But the home-standing 
Colonels were barely able to hold on 
to a 67-62 victory and even their 
OVC record at 1-1. 
Chambers led the Colonels with 
13 points and 12 rebounds. Wilson 
added 12 pomte and Bruce Mitchell 
pumped in 10. 
"We applied a lot of defensive 
pressure   against   Middle   Ten 
neasee," said Good, as Ms team held 
the Blue Raiders to only 30 2 per- 
cent from the field. 
The team got a week off before it 
participated in the Musk City In- 
vitational in Nashville, Tenn. 
In the opening round of the four- 
team tournament, the Colonels 
played the boat Vanderbilt 
University. 
The Commodores, who entered 
the game with a 7-2 mark, led the 
underdog Colonels by only four 
points with six minutes to play. But 
Vandy scored 16 inisnawed points 
to secure a 82-71 victory. 
"We played well for 36 minutes of 
the Vandy game." said Good. "But 
,-—jest good teams we must play 
well for the entire 40 minutes." 
The Colonels were led by 
h^ahman John DeCanaUis. who 
scared a luasgawi high of 28 pointa. 
Bruce Mitchell, subbing for the in- 
jured Jimmy Stepp, ajaponded to 
his first etart by scoring 20 points 
lathe consolation game, the Col- 
onels lost to the University of Penn 
sylvanis Quakers. 83-70. 
Ervin Stepp came off the bench to 
score 16 pointa in a losing effort. 
Reserve David Thornton and 
Wilson each added 12 points to the 
Colonel attack. 
DaCamiiis waa honored for his 
fine play by being named to the All- 
Toumament team. He had 29 pointa 
and eight assists in the two games. 
Eastern traveled to Highland 
Heights. Ky.. in search of iU fourth 
win of the season but could only 
come away with ita seventh loss by 
a score of 8B-62. 
The Norsemen of Northern Ken- 
tucky University polled away from 
a 24-24 desrlkirk at the half to the 
seven point victory behind the play 
of Brady Jackson and Larry Hock. 
Jackson tailed 19 pointa and 
Hock added It. 
The Colonels were led by Mit- 
chell's 16 points. Chambers waa the 
only other Colonel in double figures 
with 12 points. 
The last game of the long stretch 
waa against the Austin Peay State 
University Governors last 
Saturday. 
The Colonels got behind early and 
ware down 44-36 at the halftime 
break. They came back to cut the 
lead to seven at one point but could 
get no closer and lost the contest 
72-67. 
Mitchell lad the losers with 16 
points. Wilson added 11 and 
DeCamUlia chipped in 10. 
The Colonels' mark on the season 
fell to 3-8 on the season and 1-2 in 
league play. 
The Colonels open a three-game 
homeetand with a Saturday evening 
game agaatst Morehead State 
University, followed by a Jan. 21 
contest against Youngetown State 
University and against Akron on 
Jan. 22. All games wll be at 7:30 
p.m. in Akunni Coliseum. 
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Jimmy Chambers becoming 
'Chairman of the Boards' 
By. 
Staff 
Jim Chambers enjoys playing 
baafcatbaU and he likes ft. even bet- 
ter when he's winning. But last year 
Chambers had little to enjoy. 
'•Last season was probably the 
most disappointing thfctg I've went 
through in basketball,'' said 
Chambers. 
The Colonels suffered through s 
rough 5-21 season which was a new 
esMsrisMPS for Chambers. 
"I had always been on successful 
teams before, but last year was a 
learning experience for all of us." 
said the 6-fcot-»-inch canter. 
Chambers didn't start playing 
varsity bal until his senior year at 
Lexington Henry Clay High School 
after moving from Shelby County. 
"I wasn't very well coordinated 
when I was younger and I was more 
concerned with making money than 
playing basketball, "said Chambers 
Chambers also decided to play 
basketball when he grew three in- 
ches, to 6-foot-7. between his junior 
and senior year in high school 
During hii senior year in high 
school. Chambers was named to the 
first team All-State and par- 
ticipated in both the East-Wast and 
the   Kentucky-Indiana   all-star 
it's very hard to win in that type of 
situation." 
Chambers would just as soon put 
last season out of his mind and con- 
centrate on having a good senior 
Jimmy 
In his senior year of high school. 
Chambers was recruited by schools 
like East Tennessee, Middle Ten- 
nessee and Dartmouth before 
deciding upon Transylvania 
University. 
Chambers, never one to stay in' 
the same place long, spent a year at 
Transy before transferring to 
Pikeville College. 
In his one season at Pikeville, he 
averaged 15 points and led them to 
a second place finish in the Ken- 
tucky Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference. 
Chambers sat out the next year 
whan be transferred to the univer- 
sity but it wasn't useless year. 
"I learned a lot that season," said 
Chambers. "Practicing with guys 
like Tommy Baker, Bruce Jones. 
Anthony Conner and Dale Jenkins 
helped improve my game 
immensely." 
When he sst out that season he 
changed his style of play at the sug- 
gestion of those teammates. 
"Before I came here, I was more 
of s assess player," said Chambers. 
"They taught me to be more 
physical." 
In his fast season ki a Colonel 
uniform. Chambers led the team in 
rebounding st 7.7 rebounds a con- 
test and a> shooting percentage, 
rtmmarting on 54 percent of his 
shots. He also tied Jimmy Stepp in 
scoring with a 12.2 average. 
"Last season was s rough one to 
go through," said Chambers. "We 
had so many young guys that had 
never played together before and 
"I think we are going to be much 
better this year," said Chambers. 
"We've gotten stronger with our 
weightlifting program and we've 
got another year of experience under 
our belts." 
Chambers thinks the addition of 
David Thornton and John 
DeCamillis will help the Colonels 
tremendously. 
So far, the team hasn't unproved 
much on last season's record but are 
playing better basketball. 
Chambers got off to a slow start 
this season. Chambers got it going 
against Eastern Illinois when he 
scored 19 points and 11 rebounds. 
Through 11 games. Chambers is 
the third leading scorer with a 9.9 
average and the leading rebounder 
with 9.3 rebounds per contest. 
"Jimmy gives us a lot of inside 
strength and stabilty," said Coach 
Max Good "I think he's as good as 
any big man in the league; he's a 
very consistent player." 
Chambers' goals are simple for 
this season. He would like to finish 
with s winning season and to go to 
the Ohio Valey Conference playoffs. 
After the season is through he 
isn't going to hang up Ms basketball 
shoes quite yet. 
"I would like to play basketball in 
Europe after I graduate, maybe 
Spain or Italy," said the physical 
education major. "I think I would 
enjoy it. I lice traveling." 
Inexperienced Colon els 
Men's indoor track   begins 
By Thomas Barr 
Sports editor 
What would you do if your 
4 4-member team was com posed of 
21 freshman and only four seniors? 
Or if you lost s four-time Ail- 
American and a four-time Ohio 
Valley Conference champion? 
Or if you had to take this inex- 
perienced team on the road for all 
, but one of your meets? 
A lot of coaches would turn 
around and run for their lives. But 
Rick Erdmann must try to build 
upon his returning track members. 
And f*i law anil will find out how 
good a man's track team be has this 
weekend when the squad opens the 
indoor segment of their schedule in 
Morgantown. W. Va. 
"We're a vary young group which 
is inexperienced as a team," said 
Erdmann. "We will also be weak in 
; the field events." 
"But we have a real nice group of 
kids this year," said Erdmann. "We 
may not have as much depth but 
they have worked real hard in the 
preseason practices." 
. Erdmann is counting on six or 
seven top returnees to provide the 
needed leadership for the younger 
runners. 
Ron King, s senior from Flint, 
Mich, is ^ha school record holder in 
the 1.000 meter run with a tune ot 
2  minutes,   11   and 17-hundredths • 
seconds. 
"Ron's biggest asset is that he's 
a reel hard worker," said Erdmann 
Rick White, a native of Kingston, 
N.C., returns for his final season of 
competition in the 60-meter dash. 
He holds the school record with s 
time of 6 and 28-hundreths seconds. 
"Rick is very talented," said Erd- 
mann, "but he's a little inconsistent 
in the big meets." 
Another returning performer is 
pole vaulter Dave Holt The junior, 
hading from Middletown. N.Y., sat 
a school record of 16 feet and '/, in- 
ches last spring. He also finished a 
respectable fourth in theOVC cham- 
pionships last spring. 
The Colonels will compete in a 
four team meet this Saturday 
against host West Virginia Univer- 
sity, Kent State University and tb- 
University of Pittsburgh. 
'Amazing* Colonels 
claim second crown 
(Continued from Psge 1) 
"We have a tremendous staff of 
coaches here," said Kidd "I just 
hope we don't loss any of them to 
other schools. They work real hard 
and real wel as s group" 
Kidd also thought the fans had a 
lot to do with the team's good 
fortunes. 
"We are at the highest peek in our 
program and have the most crowd 
support ever," said the 61-year old 
coach. "The fan support pulled a 
couple games out for us this year 
and hopefully there will be even 
more support next year." 
The win in the Pioneer Bowl end- 
ed a storybook season for Kidd and 
his players, the Colonels became the 
first Ohio Valley Conference team to 
win 13 games and they may have 
become the only team in college 
football history to ever win that 
many games in one season. 
Kidd summed up the entire year 
by saying, "This season was simp- 
ly amazing." 
Welcome Bock Students 
Curriers Music World 
Madison Co.  Complete Music Store 
10% off all items with coupon 
Academic guidelines 
Thomas Barr 
The cries for change seem to come 
in cycles whan you talk about col- 
legiate athletics. 
Just within the last 10 years, the 
complaints shout racial inequality 
in many colleges were finally dealt 
with. 
If you remember, the University 
of Kentucky didn't recruit a black 
player unti just over 13 years ago. 
During the past couple of years, 
the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA) has begun to 
stiffen the penalties for recruiting 
violations, which went unattended 
for many years. 
Even some coaches, most 
noteably Digger Phelps of Notre 
Dame, have called for stricter con- 
trols on recruiting. 
As s result, more schools than 
ever are being placed on probation 
every year. For example. Wichita 
State University has been penalized 
seven times in the last 20 years. 
The latest concern of educators, 
administrators and the public in 
general is the academic guidelines 
(or lack of them) that are imposed 
over athletes. 
When the 1.200 or so delegates 
representing universities and col- 
leges on all levels convened in San 
Diego this week for the 77th annual 
NCAA Convention, one of the hot 
topics wss the implementation of 
stricter academic standards on high 
school athletes hoping to enter col- 
legiate athletics. 
During the three-day meeting, the 
delegates heard and voted on a total 
of 132 proposals. Of this number, 
nine dealt specifically with various 
waya of enforcing higher guidelines 
for the high school athlete. 
One proposal, initiated by the 
Pacific Athletic Conference schools, 
called for high schoolers to maintain 
a 2.6 or higher grade-point average. 
The problem with such a proposal 
is that it faib to mention what type 
of classes a student must take to 
achieve the grade-point average. 
Another proposal, which was 
sponsored by the NCAA and the 
American Council of Education, 
called for a student to take a specific 
"core curriculum" and maintain a 
2.0  grade-point average in those 
-The "corecurriculum" was com- 
prised of 11 courses: three units of 
English, two units of math, two 
units of social science and two units 
of either physical or natural science 
with one lab course. 
This proposal also called for 
students to hsve a 700 combined 
score on the SAT or s 16 composite 
score on the ACT. 
Another proposal was similar to 
the previous one except that the test 
score requirements were not 
mentioned. 
One other reccommendation said 
a high school student must take 
three years of English and two years 
of math and maintain a grade 
average of 2.0. 
The real question is do colleges 
need to require their athletic 
recruits to have at least an average 
high school education before accep- 
ting them into the university. 
The consensus among most 
athletically-affiliated administrators 
and coaches is that the higher 
academic standards are probably 
needed, but not necessarily at this 
university. 
According to Don Combs, athletic 
director at the university, the latest 
study taken in 1975 showed that 
74.6 percent of the male athletes on 
campus graduated compared to a 
national average of 76.3 percent. 
On the women's side, Dr. Martha 
Mullins, assistant athletic director 
and women's tennis coach, said she 
doesn't know if the stricter regula 
tions are needed because the 
graduation rate is so high among 
female athletes. 
"Standardizing the rules might 
help nationally," said Mullins, "but 
I hate to see anything too strict en- 
forced, especially on grade-point 
averages and test scores, that could 
keep some students from attending 
college. 
"Some people just don't mature 
until they reach college." 
Whether the figures that Combs 
stated have changed that much (and 
it would be a fair bet that they have 
for the worselisn't realy the issue. 
The real issue is whether the new 
guidelines are needed. 
Rick Erdmann. track and cross 
country   coach,   said."!   think 
athletes at the high school level are 
sometimes catered too. But it varies 
from high school to high school." 
"These regulations should be left 
up to each individual university." 
said Coach Roy Kidd "We work 
hard to hdp our kids get their 
degrees." 
And finally, women's basketball 
coach Dr. Dianne Murphy summed 
it up best, not only for athletes but 
for anyone pursuing s college 
education. 
"The whole purpose of going to 
school is to get an education," said 
Murphy. "I think the higher stan- 
dards are a must." 
There is no question that high 
school and college athletes can and 
have gotten away with receiving a 
"diploma" without extending much 
effort to actually obtain an 
education. 
When college coaches recruit and 
sign a player to a scholarship and 
find out he/she isn't kitelligent or 
disciplined enough to remain 
academically eligible, it costs 
everyone money. 
The college must maintain a 
greater number of lower-level 
courses, are faced with the possibili- 
ty of wssting a scholarship and can 
acquire an image of recruiting less- 
than-quality scholar-athletes. 
The Ohio Valley Conference 
schools, of which the university is 
s member, favored the implementa- 
tion of one of the new higher 
academic proposals. 
It ia hoped that the majority of 
other delegates see the situation in 
the same light and vote to ratify one 
of the proposals. It is about time 
that high school student know that 
they are expected to perform both 
in the classroom and on the court if 
they expect to continue their careers 
in college. 
Plus, the NCAA should vote to 
pass the "satisfactory progress" 
proposal that says a college athlete 
must take courses that are required 
of   a   baccalaureate   degree. 
The higher academic standards 
and the satisfactory progress rules 
are needed to ensure that our college 
athletes are truly scholar-athletes as 
the NCAA boasts. 
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Former teacher 
charged in crime 
By Beth Wilson 
Managing editor 
A former visiting associate pro- 
fessor of business administration 
has been indicted by the Garrard 
County Grand Jury on a charge of 
first degree robbery. 
John B. Martin, who taught 
business policy and marketing at 
the university last semester, was ar- 
rested in Richmond Dec. 28 and 
charged with armed robbery, accor- 
ding to the Garrard County Circuit 
Court Clerk 
Also arrested on the armed rob- 
bery charges were Leroy Beasley 
and Danny Lee Abney. The clerk 
said addressee for the two were not 
listed. 
According to the arrest warrant, 
Beasley and Abney are accused of 
entering Wiknot's Grocery in Paint 
Lick Dec. 20 with a pistol and a 
knife and tenTnM approximately 
$700 in cash and checks. Martin was 
allegedly driving the car in which 
the three left the scene. 
All three are currently being held 
in Garrard County Jail on $5,000 
cash bond each. The clerk said bond 
had not yet been posted. 
The trial date is tentatively 
scheduled for March 16. 
Martin had a one-year appoint- 
ment at the university but was not 
scheduled to teach this semester, ac- 
cording to Or. Doug WHtlock, ex- 
ecutive assistant to university 
President Dr. J.C. Powell. 
"There is no relationship between 
Martin not teaching this semester 
and the robbery allegation." said 
Whitlock. The decision was reach- 
ed prior to that occurrence." 
According to Dr. Charles Hilton, 
chairman of the business ad- 
ministration department, Martin, 
42, was orginally from Akron, Ohio. 
He received a doctorate degree in 
finance with minors in marketing 
and economics from the University 
of Cincinnati in 1974. He taught 
from 1969 to 1980 at Xavier Univer- 
sity. Cincinnati and also at several 
other schools in the area prior to 
that. 
Former chairman dies 
Dr. James Gilbert Black. 84. a 
former university professor, died 
Jan. 6 in bis home. 420 Oak St.. 
Richmond. 
Black served as head of the 
physics department at the universi- 
ty from 1947 until his retirement in 
1969. 
Born in Rose Hill in Mercer Coun- 
ty in 1898. Black obtained a 
bachelors degree in 1921 and a 
masters degree in 1922 from the 
University of Kentucky. He receiv- 
ed his doctorate from the Universi- 
ty of Michigan in 1929. 
"Dr. Black served as chairman of 
the department of physics for a 
number of years and in this position. 
made a considerable contribution to 
the development of Eastern Ken 
tucky University." said university 
President Dr. J.C. Powell 
"His previous work in research 
and in teaching gave ban a broad 
base which enabled him to serve as 
an excellent faculty member." 
Black was a member of the First 
Baptist Church, the Physical Socie- 
ty, president of the Association of 
Physics Teachers, a member of the 
Kentucky section of the American 
Chemistry Society, a member of the 
Dr. J.G. Black 
Kentucky section of the 
Mathematical Association of 
America and a member of the 
American Association of Physics 
Teachers. 
Black is survived by his wife. OUie 
Foster Black; two sons. Charles E. 
Black. Richmond, and George M. 
Black, Silver Springs, Md.. and 
seven grandchildren. 
Graveside services were held 
Saturday at the Spring Hill 
Cemetery in Harrodsburg. 
Ppnnlp Poll   Whatb°thersy°uthemostaboutEastern? 
By Don Low* Photo* by Sharee Wortman 
Debbie Warlord, senior, marketing, 
Winchester 
The attitude of some of the 
employees). It is extremely bad. 
They treat you as if you are here for 
their convenience instead of the 
other way around. 
Rick Wilson. sophomore, 
agriculture Bell County 
Security. Parking tickets and the 
officers hassling people. 
Shirley Tobe, sophomore, aundng. 
Louisville 
Roaches in the dorm rooms. Ws 
pay to go to school here and with 
that money they should do 
something about them. 
Jennifer Borders, freshman, pablic 
relation*. Lake Welle, Fla. 
The long lines of registration. 
Alyaon Squires, frsshssas, elemen- 
tary education. Cincinnati 
People going home every 
weekend. 
Maggie Price, sophomore, uadecid 
ed. Pewee Valley 
The lack of interest by the 
students in activities. They should 
have more pride in things. 
Michelle   Whigham.   freshmsa. 
chandisiBg. Smithfield 
The new registration is a lot of 
trouble for the students. They 
should simplify it for us instead of 
for themselves. 
Mark Frey, sophomore, computer 
information: systems. Dayton, Ohio 
Everybody going home on the 
weekends and that makes very lit- 
tle for us to do on the weekends. 
VVnigham 
Council to consider tougher standards 
(Continued from Page II 
school in Kentucky ought to have 
the opportunity to go to some 
higher education institution." 
Powell said the institution 
presidents met and "came to an 
agreed position that we recommend 
that the community college and 
community college programs be 
made completely open - remove the 
50 percent and make it 100 
percent." 
"I think the presidents agree that 
there ought to be an open opportuni- 
ty for any high school graduate to 
try his hand," said Powell. 
The proposal was to be made to 
the council's programs committee 
sometime before today's meeting. 
The committee's decision on the 
recommendation was not available 
at press time, but Powell said he 
doubted that the presidents' request 
would be accepted. 
He said the 20 percent exception 
clause on university admissions is 
"not unreasonable." and although 
"as a practical matter, the exception 
makes sense, philosophically it pro- 
bably doesn't." 
If the new policy is passed, 
pressure will be placed upon Ken- 
tucky's high schools to make the 
pre-coUege curriculum  available. 
The council cannot force the high 
schools to offer the curriculum if the 
new standards are passed, but 
PoweU said he feels they will "to the 
extent of their ability." 
PoweU said the high schools will 
experience difficulty not in offering 
the courses, but in providing an ade- 
quate number of faculty members to 
teach them 
He said some high school 
superintendents across the state 
have iiifsssul concern that stu- 
dent demand for the pre-coUege cur- 
riculum courses may require the hir- 
ing of additional teachers, and the 
money for that is not available. 
state's high schools are able to make 
the curriculum available and the 
students are receptive to it, the new 
arfmissions standards wM not bring 
about a great deal of change. 
"Since almost all institutions of- 
fer community college type pro- 
grams as wall as university pro- 
grams, then with those broad excep- 
tion numbers, probably there will 
not be many students who really 
want to attend a college or univer- 
sity that will not be able to do it." 
said Powell. 
Dorm closing decision 
blamed on no-shows 
"I can see for example the 
possibility that some high schools 
in the state, because of their size, 
because of the scarcity of math and 
science csarhws. because of the 
economy, may not be able to offer 
this curriculum," Powel said. 
He said the university is looking 
into ways that it may be able to 
assist the high schools in the area 
in   making these  adjustments. 
"We're tiring to work with the 
school superintendents in our area 
in overcoming whatever difficulties 
they may have," said PoweU. 
Powell said if the majority of the 
(Continued fssea Psge II 
together in this process. 
" I do realise there are some diaac 
ccrnodations involved,"said Powell 
"I know there are aseociationi 
within a dormitory that would be 
somewhat disturbed. But, we're not 
talking about people moving to 
another campus or another city. 
They're stil going to fa* la close 
proximity." 
Crockett also said she was con- 
cerned about roommates being split 
up. However, she said. "Jf this can 
save all of the students money in the 
long run. the benefits will far 
outweigh the negative aspects ' 
Many of the students, however, 
protested the closing of the dorms. 
Prior to the gathering Tuesday 
night, petitions protesting the clos- 
ings were circulated in both Mattox 
and  Burnam halls  and  sent  to 
PoweU. 
Women's Interdorm voted to file 
a formal complaint with PoweU. 
stating, "Although the closing of 
the halls is a good business practice. 
this is an institution of higher lear- 
ning and students should come 
first." anrordlng to Donu Burgraff, 
Women's Interdorm president. 
"I wish ths trends of the decrease 
in dorm occupancy had been evident 
earlier." said Powell. "I think next 
year wa will be able to make our 
plans earlier and hopefully advise 
people during registration in the fall 
if there is s possibility of dorms clce- 
ing again." 
"The computer registration pro- 
cess was a new ballgame for us." he . 
said. "We couldn't, as we had in the 
past, compare with historical data 
to make the decision sny sooner." 
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Number 27 
Mark C.rapb.ll 
His first words other than the 
traditional family names relatsd to 
hi. life long ambition. Soraswhsrs in 
that little mind a'trend waa begin 
ning to develop. 
His first real word was play and 
it was closely followed by the word 
ball. Aa a child, too young to even 
lift .basketball or footbaU. he would 
aay "Play ball! Play ball, boys!" 
So began the life of Number 27. 
Evan when he waa dressed in his lit- 
tle red and white baseball suit one 
could tell that it waa more than just 
the outfit that held the magical af- 
fect an this little boy. 
He played little league baseball 
and any other sport or recreation 
that utilized the round sphere that 
ao many Americana become at- 
tracted to. 
After several years the act of 
playing ball got to be mare than juat 
a magnetism - it was an obsession. 
It was his lie. 
"1 started out following sports at 
a young age and I just thought that 
it waa the greatest thing in the 
world to have people look up to you 
and respect you just because you're 
s good athlete." he said. 
One might think that this person 
is special or has a gift, but that ia 
not necessarily so. There is really no 
difference between this person and 
many other young sportsmen. 
"When I was growingup I'd hear 
about what the high school stars 
were doing and see how they were 
big heroa around school," he said. 
He only wanted to be like them - 
hero worship. 
Eventually, after many hours of 
practice, he became a high school 
sportsman and people respected 
him. 
"I enjoyed playing sports - all 
sports,"hesaid. "I figured, heck, if 
you really enjoy something that 
much and you've got these people 
coining out and being your friend 
and trying to pick you up when 
you're down - I really guess kind of 
worshipping you." 
At the end of his high school years 
he waa faced with an unusual cir- 
cumstance - he didn't have a team 
to play for -it was more or less over. 
When a great high school athlete 
graduates, he retires. 
The reality of playing high school 
sports and the dream of . chance in 
college afterwards is something that 
not many teenagers ever experience, 
nor did he. What he had devoted so 
much time to waa now gone. 
What did he give to B? "Most all 
my free time Many, many hours," 
he said. "I didn't really give up a 
whole lot socially - that was my 
social life because that is about all 
that I did." 
He really wanted to play college 
sports, too "That waa what I lived 
for at the time - that was my 
number one goal - to play college 
sports." 
Like a pin bursting a bubble, he 
realised that he was "too small and 
too alow. I had the desire, but 
you've got to have the physical 
ability." 
When I sit out here and watch 
Eastern play football and listen to 
the crowd cheering those guys on, 
it really hurts me that I can't be out 
there with them." he said. "That's 
what I miss more than anything, 
the roar of the crowd. 
"I had a chance to play college 
football. But st the time, they didn't 
offer any grants or scholarships," he 
said. "I would have had to go to a 
email four year college in Indiana 
and I didn't want to leave home. 
Everytime I see a football game I 
want to be out there hitting them so 
bad. 
"Ill play any sport and every 
sport," he said. "I've never seen a 
sport that I wouldn't like to play." 
He lettered in four sports in high 
school, the most of anyone in his 
graduating claee. 
Now that he U out of high school. 
he plays softball hi the summer for 
I 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer/year 
round. Europe. S. America.. 
Australia, Asia. AH Fields. 
$5OO-$12O0 monthly. Ightseeing. 
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-KYS 
Corona   Del   Mar.   CA   92626. 
HELP WANTED: Ia house 
workers aod dell»ny parson App- 
ly Marko'a Pfaaa. 2826 E. main. 
FOR RENT. 3 ■sore— famiihiil 
mobile hosts. $250.00 pies atiHtias. 
Call 623-7lfB. 
Sarplas   jesps.   ears   and   track. 
sYsilshl. Many sell fsrwaaW$200. 
Call 312-74*1143 Ext. 2869 for bsfor- 
l an how to 
University Copy Center. 
Quality printed at low prices. 5" aelf 
service bond cpies, located inssds 
UBS. 62+0220. 
BOGIE'S has Sty l*.Barber A Style, 
behind Hecordamith. 624-1486. 
THE MEN OF EKU CALEN- 
DAR8: Nsw sale price $3.50 
Available at EKU. Bookstore, 
VJsU, Beajey's, Super X, Conve- 
Lola'a restaurant of Eminence. His 
team travels all over Kentucky, 
southern Induma and Ohio, playing 
every weekend except two during 
the summer. In the fall and winter, 
he plays intramural sports at the 
university. 
"What I tnlssid, I mad*up for by 
playing Softball in the summers," he 
said. "We're really competitive. 
Everything I do ia awed toward 
competitit%>eee. It's herd to be sn 
old athlete and not be competitive." 
Hi. softball team fjafnhad fourth 
in the atate last season and 
although that'a not a first place, he 
ia satisfied just because he's play- 
ing and winning. After all, he waa 
never really used to winning a lot. 
The main difference is that "There's 
no one chewing you on" 
"I think that going on and pursu- 
ing snorts further waa just a pipe 
dream," he said. "Looking back on 
it. I'd aay that playing college 
sports is a young man's pipe dream, 
too." 
Coming down to his last few 
games in school, he noticed that 
some of the underclassmen didn't 
realize how precious and few the 
time that he had was. 
Football waa his sport. It meant 
more to him than any of the ot her s. 
And just Ike the others, the final 
game had to come. 
I kept hating the day that the last 
football game came around,'' be 
said. "We lost the game to a better 
team. They had better athletes. 
They had two or three college class 
athletes and several all state players 
that didn't even go to college. They 
had the ability, but just dkin't care. 
"After that gams, sitting in the 
locker room, knowing that you'd 
never get to play another game with 
that team, it hurt* a lot," he said. 
"Then to have the coach come up to 
you. a man that I realy respected 
a lot, and pat you on the back and 
ait down beside you on the bench. 
"Here I am hurting reel bad. we'd 
lost the game and I'd given all my 
energy that I just had to win," he 
said. "To have him put his anna 
around me and aay 'I wish I had a 
complete team that had the heart, 
the abilities and the desires that you 
have.' I'll remember that, I guess 
forever. That's something I guess 
that nobody will ever be able to tell 
me again." 
A career came to an end and part 
of him died. But, the spring follow- 
ing his graduation, another young 
Number 27 came out of the locker 
room. No more talent than the one 
before him and no less 
Is be a sportsman or sn athlete? 
It really doesn't matter which, he's 
just living out ss young boys dream. 
Selling the news 
Sandy Clawsoa, s junior medical technology major from Rockholda, listens to Jim Harden explain the benefit, 
of a aemeeter's subscription to the Courirr-Journel Representatives from both the Courier and the Lexington 
Hermld-Lemaer were on campus this week sellng subscriptions at reduced student rates. 
Late registrants   find several classes closed 
By 
Due to the amount of students 
who failed to register at their pro- 
per times before Christmaa break, 
students registering through the 
late registration period may find 
things s bit hectic over st the 
registration center. 
According to Dr. Joseph 
Schwendeman, dean of 
undergraduate studies, the number 
of "day on-campus students" who 
had yet to register after Chri.tmas 
was approximately 1,500. Of those, 
approximately 900 were students 
who had not registered at their pro- 
per times and the other 600 were 
new students. 
Because of this, Schwendeman 
said there is s problem with advis- 
ing students about scheduling due 
to the number of classes which are 
closed and also new students are 
"getting the short end" when they 
hwendeman said of the approx- 
imately 9,000 students who 
registered before the end of last 
semester, almost 80 percent had no 
problem in obtaining the classes 
they wanted. 
Senate petitions available 
Due to tin resignation, of some of 
ita senators, the Student Senate was 
slightly smaller at its frst meeting 
of the sanajntet on Tuesday. 
According to Laurie Tague, 
chairperson of the Elections Com- 
mittee, there have been nine vacan- 
cies and there may be more later. 
Petition, for candidacy will be 
handed out Monday Jan. 17 and will 
be due back to the Senate on Thurs- 
day. Elections to fill the vacancies 
will be held on Feb. 1. 
In hi. executive report President 
Carl Kramer commented on the new 
semester by saying "We always get 
good strong senators elected in the 
spring." 
Due to academic reasons, Joe 
Kappes resigned as the chairperson 
of the Academic Affairs Committee 
last semester. Kappes waa ap-' 
pointed to the position of chairper- 
son of the Committee on Commit- 
tees. That position was formerly 
held by Kelly Nile.. 
"I think that it will problably take 
this registration before students are 
well aware of the importance of 
registering at the earliest possible 
time," he said. "We are not out to 
penalize anybody but it takes time 
for people to go through (registra- 
tion) before they realize that they 
are really hurting themselves if they 
don't register on time." 
Schwendeman said there were a 
few problems with the system that 
will be worked out later now that 
they have been identified. 
'There will be updates to the 
system," he said. "These are things 
that will be naturally corrected." 
One of the things that was "built 
in" to the system and will probably 
be corrected is rewarding those 
students who have registered early 
by allowing them to pay their fees 
when classes start instead of having 
to return to campus early, according 
to Schwendeman 
Other changes include alternating 
the registration periods according to 
the alphabet so students whose last 
names start with a "T" or "Z", for 
instance, would not be penalized. 
Schwendeman pointed out that 
this would probably not be done 
with upper-division students 
because the problem really doesn't 
affect them. 
Another change would be making 
the registration times themselves 
shorter, particularly for upper- 
division students because less time 
is needed for their registration. 
Schwendeman added that he 
believes first semester freshmen 
should "get an edge" over second 
semester freshman during registra- 
tion and special consideration 
should be given to graduating 
associate degree students. 
"The first time through, we real- 
ly did not know the land of response 
we were going to get. So. we tried 
to do it in such a way where we had 
the greatest flexibility," 
Schwendeman said. "We may not 
have, in all cases, served everybody. 
But it turned out good 
"It could very easily hsve occur- 
red that the computer could have 
gone down for two or three days 
because we're still getting the bugs 
out of it too." 
Schwendeman added, to the best 
of his knowledge, he didn't think the 
computer was down for more than 
two hours and that normally it 
wasn't any longer than 15 or 20 
minutes. 
*Have a Party - A Color Party* 3 
Learn to make 
color and line work for you! 
Student Special : Color Only $30 
623-7710 
Bonnie Spencer 
SEASONAL COLOR. LINE AND CLOTHING CONSULTATION 
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP CONSULTATION BY APPOINTMENT 
FORGET     ME     NOT 
FLOWERS 
Welcome 
Beck 
Students 
FlowM for my occasionl 
SHOPPERS VILLAGE RICHMOND 
623-4257 
cAdams stipes 
HAS 
AT LOWER PRICES FOR YOU!! 
We've been competitive shopping for you and as 
result we lowered every NIKE in our stock to be 
more appealing to you and your pocket bo ok. 
SHOP OUR STORE AND RECEIVE PERSONAL SERVICE 
AND MERCHANDISE AT REASONABLE PRICES. 
$56.99 
4 IRS MEMS WHTTEfRED 
41*4 MEMS WHTTEIBLbE 
-comix" 
$41.99 
21»5 MENS WHITE/BLUE 
2184 MENS WHTE/RED 
21H WOMENS WHITE/RED 
2190 WOMENS WHITE BLUE 
$37.99 
WHCTE/BLACK 
WHITE/BLUE 
"YANKEE" 
$33.99 $33.99 
2235 LT. GRCY/LT. BLUE 17B2 MENS WHITE/RED 
17M MDBS NMIaVNAVY 
17S7 WOMCNS LT. BLUC/BLUE 
17BC WOMCNS WHITE/BLUE 
(^Adamsjshpes ii ™ L^^] 
»HHH r-regr—a, inurmoay, iwyiry u, IMM 
U.S. covt. inspected Frozen 
10 to 14-10. Avg. SwWs Premium 
Butterball 
Turkeys *. 
Cost-Cutter 
Sliced 
Bacon a 1.69 
Whole Alaskan 
Pink 
Salmon 
Country Ckib 
ice 
Cream. 
Land 0 Lakes sock 
Margarine 
Quarters. 
&&2.19      Apples mmm 15 
2A$1 
New crop 
Florida 
Strawberries 
us. covt. Graded Choice 
center Cut 
Chuck 
Roast  
u.s. covt Graded Choice 
Boneless Top 
Sirloin 
steak  
1.48 
2.98 
U.S. Covt Graded choice 
whole 10 to 12-Jb. Avg. 
Boneless     _ 
Rib Eyes . ..?£*? 
us. covt craoea Choice , 
Whole 10 to 12-ib. Avg. 
.3.48 Paper Gala 120 Towels 
Boneless 
Sirloin Tip Sliced freei ■». 2.18 
Concentrated Fabric 
Downy 
Softener  . 
S-.69 
2.99 
MMb. 1.98 
U.S. No. 1 Round 
white 
potatoes 
Ftortda 125-size Temple or California U8 size 
Navel Oranges or 176-size 
Zipper Skinned 
Tangerines 
One awarded at each store with a 
Dew/Bakery every Sat. at 5p.m. All Year 
Long Details at stores. 
Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the COST CUTTER price! 
-3  
m     *      W 
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Great Deal at McDonald's! 
■i 
Here's a Big Mac 
full of great McDonald's 
deals for you! 
You can always count on McDonald's for great 
food, great service, and great value. Here are 
seven ways to get a great deal more. Get 
together with someone nice and share 
these great deals at McDonald's! 
McDonai 
Start using these 
Great Deal coupons 
today! 
GREAT DEAL! 
Buy Any Large Sandwich or 
Chicken McNuggetsi'Get One Free 
Buy our delirious Chicken McNuggets or any one of our 
large sandwiches, and get another just like it free. 
Sandwiches include: Big Mac. Quarter Pounder* or Quarter 
Pounder* with cheese and Filet-O Fish; 
**l beta* coakinf 4 M, 1113-4 pHHl 
Offer valid NOW thru Feb   28. 1963 -....-, 
GREAT DEAL! 
Buy Any Large Sandwich or 
Chicken McNuggets, Get One Free 
Buy our delicious Chicken McNuggets or any one of our 
large sandwiches, and get another just like it free. 
Sandwiches include: Big Mac. Quarter Pounder   or Quarter 
Pounder* with cheese and Filet O Fish. 
-WL br*«r <««*in|4u«- Hi:i4(nM*i 
Offer valid Jan. 9 thro Feb. 28. 1983 —-— • 
GREAT DEAL! 
Buy Any Large Sandwich or 
Chicken McNuggets.^Get One Free 
Buy our delicious Chicken McNuggets or any one of our 
large sandwiches, and get another just like it free. 
Sandwiches include: Big Mac. Quarter Pounder   or Quarter 
Pounder* with cheese and Filet O Fish. 
Offer valid Jan. 16 thru Feb. 26. 1963 
GREAT DEAL! 
Buy Any Large Sandwich or 
Chicken McNuggets, Get One Free 
Buy our delicious Chic-ken Mi-Nuggets or any one of our 
large sandwiches, and gel another just like it free. 
Sandwiches include: Big Mac. 9uarter Pounder   or Quarter 
Pounder* with cheese and Filet O Fish. 
■wt. ferJm cooking 4 o* rnl-4gnM»»l 
Offer ralldju. 23 thru Feb. 28. 19S3 ——. 
GREAT DEAL! 
Buy Any Large Sandwich or 
Chicken McNuggets;'Get One Free 
Buy our delicious Chicken McNuggets or any one of our 
large sandwiches, and get another just like it free. 
Sandwiches include: Big Mac. Quarter Pounder  or Quarter 
Pounder* with cheese and Filet O Fish. 
•Wt. MM «ra*in« « M    Ill A tfr.mil 
Offer valid Jan. 30 thru Feb. 26. 1963 -—— • 
GREAT DEAL! 
Buy Any Large Sandwich or 
Chicken McNuggets. Get One Free 
Buy our delicious Chickrn McNuggets or any one of our 
large sandwiches, and get another just like it free. 
Sandwiches include: Big Mac. Quarter Pounder   or Quarter 
IN .under* with cheese and Filet O Fish. ■Wi  MRMP roukint 4 o*    inu>'^ 
Offer valid Feb. 6 thru Feb. 28. 1963 - --  — 
GREAT DEAL! 
Buy Any Breakfast Entree and 
Get Another FREE 
Get your morning off to a great start. Choose our famous 
Egg Mt Muffin   sandwich, hot cakes and sausage or 
scrambled eggs, sausage and hash browns and get another 
just like it FREE. 
Offer valid NOW thru Feb. 26. 1963 _iM 
< 
*• 
SUPPLEMENT TO: Herald Leader. University of Kentucky Kernel. Berea Citizen. Georgetown 
College Oorgetonian. Richmond Register. Eastern Progress. Georgetown News* Times. 
Frankfort State Journal. Jessamine Journal. Paris Citizen Advertiser. Harrodsburg Herald. 
London Sentinel Echo. Winchester Sun. Ml. Sterling Advocate. Morehead News. Danville 
Advocate Messenger. 
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1 ' ■ GREAT DEAL! 
1    Start using these | Great Deal coupons |             today! 
Buy Any 
Chicken 
Offer good at at 
Limit one couf 
This coupon nc 
All store visits 
c»    w   ur u i    1 
Ca*h«*lur 1 20otl« 
Large Sandwich o 
McNuggets, Get 0 
y participating McDonald's resta 
ion per customer, per visit 
ti good with any other offer, 
within 1 hour's time period equal 
r 
ne Free 
urant 
one visit 
f          A.P. 
Vo«J where protiibrtnl 
f 1 GREAT DEAL! —i GREAT DEAL! 
Buy Any 
Chicken 
Offer good at ai 
Limit one coup 
This coupon nc 
All store visits 
CM     BM    0P  U (     r 
CMhvmlur 1 JOal l« 
Large Sandwich o 
McNuggets, Get G 
y participating McDonald's resta 
on per customer, per visit 
t good with any other offer. 
A it hin 1 hour's time period equal 
r 
ne Free 
n rant 
one visit 
Buy Any Large Sandwich or 
Chicken McNuggets, Get One Free 
Offer good at any participating McDonald's restaurant 
Limit one coupon per customer, per visit 
This coupon not good with any other offer. 
All store visits within 1 hour's time period equal one visit 
f          AJ» CM    BM   UP 0 t   rr         KF 
GREAT DEAL! 
Buy Any Large Sandwich or 
Chicken McNuggets.Get One Free 
Offer good at any participating McDonald's restaurant 
Limit one coupon per customer, per visit 
This coupon not good with any other offer. 
All store visits within 1 hour's time period equal one visit 
CM   HM  gp g i   rr        \ i 
Caahvmlur I 20«rf l«   Vt*d wttrtr prohibited 
GREAT DEAL! 
Buy Any Breakfast Entree and 
Get Another FREE 
Good at any participating McDonald's restaurant 
Limit one coupon per customer, per visit 
This coupon not good with any other offer. 
All store visits within 1 hour's time period equal one visit 
KM     IIS    SE A 
(Mil v Jlu.   I   !• >. ,i   I Vo»d where protiibitrd 
GREAT DEAL! 
Buy Any Large Sandwich or 
Chicken McNuggets, Get One Free 
Offer good at any participating McDonald's restaurant 
Limit: one coupon per customer, per visit 
This coupon not good with any other offer. 
All store visits within 1 hour's time period equal one visit 
CM    BM    QP  B C   PP A.P. 
C*Ui twlur I IU ,4 i* V..M1 whw pmhibHrd 
GREAT DEAL! 
Buy Any Large Sandwich or 
Chicken McNuggets, Get One Free 
Offer good at any participating McDonald's restaurant 
Limit: one coupon per customer, per visit 
This coupon not good with any other offer. 
All store visits within 1 hour's time period equal one visit 
CM    HM   ye «▼   y> A.1' 
Catil «>»»«• IIOMK Vc»d -hew nnlutatm ■,,,"u 
